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From Your Editor
Alan H. Patera
P.O. Box 2093
Lake Grove OR 97035
e-mail: patera@teleport.com
This Issue and Next
This issue of Western Express continues
Randall Burt's series on Hawaii with a segment on
Hoopuloa, plus including some tables that should
have been included in June's segment on Honokaa.
Hoopuloa is of special interest because of the fate
of the office. Unless there is another such office
on the Island of Hawaii, this may be the only U.S.
post office to have been discontinued because the
site was covered by a lava flow!
This issue also concludes Part 2 of Dale
Wilson's history of mail movement along the Oregon to California route. This brings us up to the
time of the inauguration of a daily mail between
Sacramento and Portland (which seems appropriate, since Dale lives in the Sacramento area and I
live just outside Portland). Up to 1860 most mail
went by a route now used very little. The route
over Scott Mountain is now a paved road, but portions are steep and winding -- very slow going compared to the route of Interstate 5 up the Sacramento
River Canyon to the east. In 1860 there were no
post offices along the upper Sacramento River.
Future articles will discuss the evolvement of the
river route into the preferred route, the building of
the railroad through the canyon, and finally, the
establishment of post offices along the way.
Also in this issue we have a Nevada article by
Michael Mahler which provides a concise and understandable history of the Sutro Tunnel and the
political/financial factors that preceded its construction. Robert Chandler also makes a worthy
contribution with a discussion of two new types of
California Patriotic Covers.
Western Express tries to include a variety of
articles to match the interests of Society members.
Admittedly it is heavy on material featuring California and Nevada, and in recent years, Hawaii;
yet this too reflects the collecting interests of our
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membership. Next issue we will have an article
on Vancouver Island's Customs Seal by Dale
Forster, and there is an article in the wings on
Wyoming by Michael Mahler. But if you want to
see articles on other Western states -- you may just
have to write one yourself.
President's Message
The much-anticipated Nevada Express book is
now finished. Jim Garnett has done a fine job researching the expresses of Nevada and creating this
new reference material. Dick Salz, Jim Blaine,
John Drew and Leonard Hartmann deserve much
appreciation for the substantial time they spent
proof-reading the manuscript.
Your President would like to take this opportunity to thank some of the people who have contributed to the success of our organization. Oscar
Thomas and John Drew deserve much praise for
doing essentially all the administrative work necessary to keep this stagecoach rolling. Alan Patera
has consistently delivered to our membership a
well-edited, first-rate research journal, the Western Express, for which we can all be grateful. And
finally, I want to acknowledge all of you who have
shared your knowledge with other cover collectors and postal historians by submitting your articles to this publication -- thank you!
Michael Rainey
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Secretary's Report
New Members
#1274 Peter Martin
P.O. Box 791
State College PA 16804-0791
Collects: National Park postal history

Illustrations wanted
Your editor is looking for postal or other paper
material that can be used as illustrations for
Hornsilver (now Gold Point), Oriental, and Gold
Mountain, all of which are located in southern
Esmeralda County, Nevada.

Address Changes (only the new address is shown)
Charles W. Deaton
P.O.Box 2836
Orleans MA 01653
Brian G. Kestner
7638 W. Bearcreek Ct
Boise ID 83704-0706
Dan Lewis
1976 E. Crary St.
Pasadena CA 91104-1701
John Drew, Secretary
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Seeks New.Members, Who Seek New
Material, New Information and New
Friends

DUES $1o :~nually .
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.periodic newsletter
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. ..
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Buy or Sell

Stanley M. Piller
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Contact: Thomas K
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Mountain View Dr.,
Phoenix. AZ 85028.
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3351 Grand Ave.
Oakland CA 94610
(510) 465-8290
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LETTER FROM ALVISO
from Anita Sprankle

Alviso Mills, May 16, 1860
Dear Sister,
Albanus rec'd a letter from you yesterday, which also contained one for me dat'd April 8th/60. You complain bitterly about not receiving any letters from me. I can not help it any more than you can because I din't
receive any from you. In two weeks more I have been away from your place one year, & in that time I have
rec'd four letters from you directed to me, & two notes in Albanus's letters -- this is all. I know that I have
written more letters than this to you alone, and an equal number to my Mother. If other folks get more letters
than you do, it is just because other folks write more letters than you do. This is all. I make it a point to
answer every letter that I receive and have done so & more too be several letters. I have rec'd more letters
from Aunt Sabrina & Charles Rome than from anyone else. It is now May 16th and the last letter I received
from anybody over your way (except one from Aunt Sabrina and your note. both of which I got yesterday
May 15) was dated Feb 13th from Aunt Sabrina: Your last letter was date Feb. 5th/60 by (Overland Main
Route) which makes it about three months and one half since I have had a letter from you previous to the one
of yesterday. I have written two letters to you folks since then, and also sent a box of daguerotypes & flower
seeds & some money per express directive to Caroline S. Rowly, etc. So if "We wont answer only what
letters we get" why just please to be so good as to let me know whether you got it or not. Yes I fully believe
that~ I get back Cortland will be quite a City. I don't doubt it at all; and I expect the folks in it are
growing as fast as the place. Tell Gus Hyde she can have some of those flower seeds, & that I didn't steal
them either, and tell her to punch her valiant brother M.G. with a sharp stick until he answers my last letter
which he has not yet done. I have no news to write in particular. This Valley is now in the height of its
greenup wet winter & a great growth of grain. I have been in the mountains hunting, camped out with saddle
for a pillow had a good time; tell you more about it when I feel like it, don't feel like it just now; and that poor
Fred is so near his end but this is the way we must all go sooner or later and it makes but little difference to
me whether my time is next, or many more of you are to come between. Aunt Sabrina writes of sickness in
her family, and all around a good many dying, etc. Well folks get sick here as well as there, and die just the
same exactly, not a bit of difference as I can see. A young man was drown a short time ago in this place in the
slough by the mill, but upset. I am tolerable well, might be better might be worse. The indians are killing the
white folks at Carson Valley glad I didn't go but wouldn't care if I was there. Love to all the folks; write when
you get ready. And if you don't want the Overland Mail to bring your letters you must put on the Envelope
"Via Panama" since all letters not so directed will go Via Overland Mail whether or no.
From Your Brother Resp.
R.S. Rowly
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The California Gold Rush
A Sesquicentennial Tribute
compiled by Alan H. Patera
We continue this series on the California Gold Rush with excerpts relating to mails, expresses, transportation
and settlement from the San Francisco newspaper Alta California from December 1852 through February 1853.
The Wmter of 1852-53 was a rough one; many of the quoted items tell of bad weather, hardships, and even
deprivation. Not all of the passages cited relate to post or express, but an understanding of conditions affecting
the evolution of the various transportation and communication systems will help explain how mail and express
were routed in early California.
goods are in such demand that they are taken from
the Levee as soon as delivered. The walking is
horrible, though better than three years since, and
the speedy construction of sidewalks is imp~ra
tive. The decreasing value of lumber will enable
all to make this addition for this public conve"Sacramento Correspondence.
Sacramento, Thursday Nov. 18, 1852
nience.
The attention given to the erection of brick
Editors Alta: The wind hauled to northeast yesterbuildings
is worthy of especial notice; the walls in
day afternoon, and heavy clouds piling up gave
indications of speedy rain. At 9 o'clock, P.M., it every instance 20 inches thick, on foundations 4
suddenly veered to southeast, and a heavy breeze feet broad. The usual height for this season is 12
soon brought rain, that continued without cessa- feet, finished with heavy iron doors and windows
tion all night and up to the present time. Many outside and in. The ordinance prohibiting the erecframe structures were blown down and tents tion of wooden buildings over 15 feet in height, is
thrown over, but the damage was comparatively evaded in most cases by parties annotating their
contracts -- prior to its passage. The Fire Wardens
light. ....
Despite wind and rain buildings, travel and zealously inspect such contracts, and inquire into
houses spring up in a night throughout the city. their correctness; thus far without catching a deThree hundred and forty-five were finished and linquent.
I street will be a great gainer by the fire, many
occupied on Wednesday, two weeks from the time
stores opened already, and others going up. Front
of the fire.
The trade with the interior is brisk and heavy, street, between I and J, long occupied for business,
peremptory orders for merchandise arriving daily is also established permanently with that portion
and hourly. The condition of the roads is growing lower down on the levee. Escaping from the fire,
from bad to worse, and the best speed will hardly every inch of ground was occupied by stores, and
enable traders in mining localities to get in their the auction store of J.B. Starr & Co., together with
winter supplies at present rates of transportation. the centering of all the Expresses and many of the
The quantity of goods landed daily at our levy is Bankers in the comer building, draws a large and
unprecedented in the history of the city. Since profitable amount of trade to that point. .... "
Alta California, November20, 1852
Monday morning eleven steamers and ten sail vessels have discharged -- the former 1811 tons of
freight, the latter 823 - in all 2634 tons of mer- "One Week Later from the Sandwich Islands.
chandise.
Large Mail. The mail for San Francisco by the
Hardly anything is destroyed by rain. The Baltimore, on the 2d of November, was the largest

Last issue we had the story of the conflagration
that destroyed much of Sacramento on November
3, 1852. The following article shows how the bustling city hardly missed a stride despite the adverse
conditions.
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ever dispatched from the Kingdom, or received into the appurtenances of a New England winter. It
it at any one time. There were one thousand nine had snowed considerably the day before, and it was
hundred and sixty-three letters, one thousand one really cold; as cold a morning as we have had for
hundred and sixty-eight of which were pre-paid; two years. Everything was coveted with a sheet
the United States postage on which, collected at of ice, and the wheels of the stage slipped from
the postoffice at Honolulu, was $116. A sufficient one side of the frozen road to the other, making
number of these were double, to have equalled two hard work for the stage driver, and a somewhat
thousand one hundred single letters, in the amount dangerous seat for the traveler. During the first
of postage. About six hundred newspapers were four miles we could scarcely go beyond a walk,
also contained in this mail, in addition to the let- and it was after ten o'clock when we reached our
Alta California, December 4, 1852.
ters."
breakfasting place- the Green Springs- only twelve
miles from Sonora.
"Southern Correspondence.
The rest of the day . was quite as uncomfortSan Diego, Nov. 22, 1852
able, for, beginning to rain about eleven o'clock, it
The Golden Gate touched off Point Lomas on was necessary to fasten down the curtains; and
the morning of the 18th, and although she remained then, imprisoned in a dark stage coach, with air
there from seven in the morning until afternoon, rendered impure by the breath of nine passengers,
(having to send to town for tallow) did not land aided by cigar smoke and some dirty clothing, we
her mail. Our Postmaster boarded her for it, but were jostled in a manner that would be considered
all his efforts were futile. This is the second time as quite sufficient by the most afflicted dyseptic.
within a very short period that the same steamer Now on the right plunging into a mud-hole, and
has touched without leaving our mail, and with no now on the left, each time receiving a shock that
other excuse than that of neglect and bad manage- stunned us, we were truly glad about half past eight
ment. She brought us the first intelligence of the in the evening to see the lights of French Camp
destructive fires in Sacramento and San Francisco beaming dimly through the mist. Hungry, sore,
and of the elections. The Democrats notwithstand- stiff, cold and muddy, we entered the hotel, but for
ing the rainy and stormy night, fired a National some time we could do no more than effect an ensalute.
trance. The bar-room, also occupied as a store,
On the 26th ultimo a fire broke out in the bak.- was full, with teamsters and travelers, I should
ery of one of the companies at Fort Yuma on the judge not less than a hundred in number; and other
Colorado, destroying in its progress all of their tem- parts of the house were likewise liberally stocked.
porary quarters, the depots of the Quarter Master At last we succeeded in making our way up to the
and Commissary, guard-tent, etc., leaving them counter, and bespoke supper, which was to us dinonly a very few barrels of bread and a little roast- ner also. The beds were all engaged before our
pork. An express was immediately dispatched for arrival, and at ten o'clock we proceeded to spread
this place, and a train of wagons for the schooner blankets on the floor, after the style of Californians
below. ... S.D."
Alta California, December 4, 1852.
in 1849. The floor of the sitting room was absolutely covered with persons, not sleeping, but enThe following article gives a wonderful account during the night as best they could. The only agreeof the different hardships of travel in inland Cali- able circumstance that occurred during my stay at
fornia. Can you imagine the sights, sounds, and French Camp was an introduction to several intelin this case, smells encountered on such a trip?
ligent ladies, with their children, who were just ar"A Ride Over the Sonora Road.
rived from the Atlantic States, and were on their
Stockton, Dec. 17, 1852
way to Sonora, there to meet husbands and fathers,
Day before yesterday I left Sonora wearing all from whom they had long been separated.
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In the morning, our first move was to stage for
about a quarter of a mile to the landing, where we
embarked on board a whale boat loaded down almost to the water. The wind came in squalls, and
it was therefore difficult to manage the slough. A
morning of endurance succeeded the night. and
after many ineffectual attempts to reach Stockton,
we were obliged to disembark about a mile below,
and break our way on foot through the almost impenetrable meshes of tule. It was noon before we
reached Stockton, the City of Mud.
At intervals through the day there were showers, forewarning of the night that was to come. And
such a night! The wind blew a hurricane, and the
rain descended as in times of old. The New York
hotel, where I was stopping, rocked like a cradle,
and there was fear, even if there was no danger, of
being left without a roof, if not without a bedroom.
The same description was given of many other
houses; and it is agreed by all that Stockton has
not been visited by such a storm since 1849. Early
this morning the large two-story building formerly
the dwelling house of Judge Dickerson, and now
occupied by Senor Alosa and family, was completely unroofed. All through the day the storm
has continued with unabated fury, and although the
Sophie is about to try to make her usual trip to San
Francisco, it is thought that Suisun Bay will be
quite as rough a surface as the most inveterate seaman would be willing to navigate with a Stockton
steamboat.
Pioneer
Alta California, December 25, 1852

II

Arrival of the Salt Lake Mail •
Extraordinary Trip.

Mr. Alphonso Borland and Mr. John Adams
arrived at Sacramento on Friday, with the Great
Salt Lake mail. The Union gives the following
account of the trip across -- one of the most wonderful feats of traveling on record;
'The party in charge of the mail -~ Mr. Borland,
accompanied by Mr. John Adams --left Salt Lake
on the first day of last November. At Hensel's
Springs, about 120 miles out of Salt Lake, they
encountered a snow storm of great severity, which
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fell to the depth of two feet. At Goose mountain,
the snow storm changed to one of hail and sleet,
so that when they stopped to camp at night, it became necessary to whip their mules at intervals
till morning, to keep them from perishing. So in-:
tense was the cold, that Mr. Borland's feet were
frozen. Their mules lived chiefly on wild sage,
and on resuming their journey were obliged to
wade side deep through the snow. Six days previous to their arrival at Carson Valley, they were entirely out of provisions, and subsisted only on
strong coffee, a plentiful supply of which they fortunately had with them. At Carson Valley they
stopped a fortnight to recruit themselves and stock.
When the party arrived at the desert their animals were nearly done over, from fatigue and hunger. One of them had previously been left, from
inability to proceed further. The snow was here
from six to ten inches deep, and the air excessively
cold. Mr. Adams had his feet frozen also, at this
point in the journey.
Mr. Borland says that there is altogether more
snow on the mountains than there was ever known
before. At Carson Valley the snow was from two
to three feet deep, and the stock was dying off rapidly from starvation.
Previous to arriving at Carson Valley, at a small
place named Ragtown, they fell in with about 150
Indians, who fired several gunshots at them and a
number of arrows, but without effect. The party
was armed with revolvers, which were, however,
rendered useless by the rains.
About eight miles from Slippery Rock, Mr.
Brown was overcome by his exertions and gave
up from exhaustion. He was consequently left
behind. Mr. Parker remained behind to take care
of him.
At Lake Valley they encountered the flood,
when difficulties of a new order were presented,
which they were successful in overcoming, as they
had seen snow, cold, mountains, hunger and fatigue.
These gentlemen brought the mail safely
through, notwithstanding their many hardships; and
taking the trip altogether, it may be regarded as
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one of the most remarkable trips ever made on the
Alta California, January 9, 1853
continent.'"

papers -- the whole composing a mail of ninetytWO large canvas bags. Alta California, February 3, 1853

The Alta California frequently grouped short items
for the various northern mining camps and taken
from the Sacramento newspapers under a column
entitled "Sacramento News." The following items
show some of the problems of the winter of 1852-

"San Joaquin News ... Staging ·
Within the last week, this important feature in
our communication with the mines has been resumed to a considerable extent, and passengers find
no difficulty in reaching any section of the mines
they may wish. [Rellge's?] stage has opened on
the Montezuma road, making three trips every
week, at the moderate fare of $16. To Sonora, both
Kelty & Co. and Fisher & Co. have started their
stages, making daily trips with ease, and transporting passengers from Stockton on to Sonora for $20.
To Mariposa the stage leaves as passengers offer.
When a load is booked the stage leaves, delivering
it<> human freight at the point of destination for $25.

53.
Downieville Matters. A gentleman who left
Downieville on Monday morning last, and returned
last evening, states that the citizens of Downieville
had turned out en masse and opened the trail by
digging through three miles of snow eight feet
deep, at an expense of $500, and that he made the
trip there and back easily in four days, and that the
road is now in good order for pack mules....
Yreka. This place has suffered much this winter
from cold and the scarcity of provisions. Eighty
men arrived at Shasta on the 8th inst. from Yreka,
who reported that there had been no flour in the
latter place for the previous forty days. Not more
than two hundred persons remained in Yreka when
the eighty left, some having gone to Oregon and
the rest scattered in different directions. Twentyseven of the eighty who arrived at Shasta were
more or less frozen, two of them so severe!y as not
to be expected to survive. In the whole country
surrounding Yreka the suffering from cold and
hunger this winter has been terrible in the extreme,
and the roads from snow and mud in many places
are utterly impassable."

--Journal."
Alta California, February 5, 1853

"San Joaquin News ... River News
The steamer Marysville arrived at our wharf
yesterday, after an absence of 18 days up the San
Joaquin, transporting government stores. She carried up 20 tons to a point on the San Joaquin within
25 miles of Fort Miller, and the Captain is favorably impressed with the capacity of the stream for
uninterrupted navigation, and he entertains no
doubt that when the River and Tulare Lake are
connected by an artificial channel, the trade in that
region will grow into importance. At present the
lake discharges its waters into the river by an underground passage.
Alta California, January 22, 1853
The San Joaquin is a very fine stream to the
"Large Mail. The mail made up at the Post Of- mouth of the Tuolumne, and even to the Merced,
fice for the Tennessee which sailed on the 1st was but beyond the mouth of the latter the river spreads
the largest that has ever left San Francisco. As over a wide bed, forming numerous sand bars and
nearly as can be computed there were one hun- shoals. -- Journal."
Alta California, February 12, 1853
dred thousand letters and twenty thousand news-
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Mr. Sutro Buys a Town Site
by Michael Mahler

The document described here
(Figure 1) surfaced on a wellknown Internet auction site a few
years ago, billed as an autograph
item. It certainly is that, but much
more, as it records a remarkable
intersection of two great Western
themes: the transcontinental railroad and Comstock Lode mining.
A Central Pacific Railroad deed
dated September 12, 1872, it is
signed by both Leland Stanford as
President and Mark Hopkins as
Trustee. Stanford's signature is
scarce but by no means rare; of
the Central Pacific's "Big Four"
(Stanford, Hopkins, Charles
Crocker and Collis P. Huntington), Stanford's and Huntington's
autographs are the most often encountered; Stanford's is undeniably the most popular, no doubt
because of the enduring legacy of
his namesake university. The signature of Mark Hopkins, though,
appears to be genuinely rare. This
is odd, given that he was longtime Treasurer of the Central Pacific; but in this capacity, he evidently rarely employed his signature. I note that surviving drafts
of the C.P.R.R. dated 1872-8, during Mark Hopkins' tenure as Treasurer, were invariably signed for
him by E.W. Hopkins (Figure 2).
This must have been Hopkins'
adopted son Timothy, who according to Oscar Lewis was as- Figure 1. 1872 deed from the Central Pacific Railroad Co., signed by Leland
sistant Treasurer of the C.P.R.R. Stanford and Mark Hopkins, to Adolph Sutro for land in Lyon County, Neat the time of his father's death in vada.
March 1878.
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Figure 2 .. Central Pacific drafts of 1874-6 endorsed for Mark Hopkins by his son E.W Hopkins.

Crocker's Resignation
How Hopkins came to sign here as Trustee
merits a digression. The deed is headed "New Series," with a long printed explanation of what that
meant. On October 1, 1870, the C.P.R.R. had conveyed all of its unsold land in California, Nevada
and Utah to Charles Crocker and Silas Sanderson
as Trustees, as security for a $10 million bond issue. For all subsequent sales of land "the said
Company and the said Trustees should unite in a
conveyance .. . of the lands so sold.... " So far so
good, but the situation was complicated when
Crocker resigned, necessitating new conditions and
the new series of deeds: "Whereas, On the 14th
day of August 1871, Charles Crocker, one of said
Trustees, being about to depart from the State of
California to be absent for an indefinite period, did
resign his trust, ... the said Silas W. Sanderson,
the remaining Trustee, did .. .. nominate the said
Mark Hopkins ... to fill the vacancy caused by the
resignation of said Charles Crocker. . .. " The
change was approved and effective August 21.
Crocker (Figure 3), the hard-driving overseer
of the construction of the Central Pacific, had
chafed at his inactivity once the monumental job
was done. Oscar Lewis's description in The Big
Four ( 1938) of Crocker's decision-making process
is worth repeating: "... should [the Big Four] sell

out, pocket their handsome profit, and pass on to
others the complicated problems of operation?
That it was Crocker who first reached a decision
and that he chose to sell out caused no surprise.
Of the four, he was most definitely the man of action. The stress and noise and tumult of the construction camps had been exactly to his liking: He
had thoroughly enjoyed every minute of the build-

Figure 3. Charles Crocker, whose resignationfrom the
CPR .R. led toMark Hopkins' signature on New Series
deedS.
·
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ing period. To one who throve on physical activity, the prospect of an office desk and the routine
of administration had no appeal. Moreover, he had
developed strong opinions· as to the injurious effects of too much mental exercise. There was the
example of his elder brother, E. B. Crocker, the only
one of the four brothers who had received a formal education. As attorney for the Central Pacific,
E.B. had wrestled for six years with its complicated1egalproblems, and with whatresult? In 1868
he had paused one evening on the stairs of the Lick
House, then had fallen at Stanford's feet, victim of
a paralytic stroke. He had been an invalid ever
since, and was to die, still a young man, a few years
later. Charles weighed the implications of this catastrophe. He then announced firmly that he would
have no administrative job and invited his partners to buy him out."
This occurred in the Fall of 1870. A deal was
struck whereby the three remaining partners would
pay Crocker $1.8 million in three yearly installments of $600,000; after considerable hemming
and hawing; Crocker signed it in late 1871, received
his initial payment, and announced his departure
for an extended tour of Europe with his family.
The Big Four had become the Big Three.
This change was to prove short-lived, thanks
to the cataclysmic Panic of 1873. In late September of that year, with the financial structure of the
country disintegrating and the Central Pacific, like
virtually every other business, desperate for cash,
Crocker strode into Huntington's New York office
and presented the second of his $600,000· notes.
Huntington described the upshot of that demand
in a report to Hopkins, quoted by Lewis: "Mr.
Crocker has just left the office. We had a long
talk. He said he wanted his money. I told him we
were to have a fearful fight with the government
and that we could not pay him until the fight was
over. He said it was our fight and not his, &c. I
said he must help make the fight. He said if he
helped make the fight he wanted his part of the
profits, &c. He then said that he would come back.
now and take his position just as though he had
not been out and giveS. and H. & H. $100,000
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Figure 4. Mark Hopkins
each, and this I have telegraphed to you. ... I well
know that this is not what we want but is it not
best as matters are?"
Crocker's proposal was accepted, and the partnership was reconstituted.

"Uncle Mark" Hopkins
As described by Lewis, Mark Hopkins was the
very antithesis of a 19th Century railroad baron,
different from his fellows in almost every respect,
and endearingly odd:
"Uncle Mark Hopkins hunched his thin shoulders forward when he walked, and he had an odd,
unhurried stride (which carried him over the ground
with deceptive speed), and when he spoke he
stroked his beard hesitantly with a long skinny
hand. An observant friend once remarked that the
latter characteristic made him seem older than he
was.
"He seemed older for other reasons. On the
·wet afternoon in 1862 when ground was broken
for the new railroad, the future Big Four were all
comparatively young men. Stanford, already governor, was thirty-eight, Crocker was forty, Huntington a year older. Hopkins, always looked upon
as the graybeard of the group ... was a few months
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short of his forty-ninth birthday. But in the early
'60s California was still preponderantly a young
man's country, and anyone past his mid-forties was
open to the suspicion of senility. The gold rush
had been a movement of youth. Argonauts thirtyfive and over were unusual enough to draw attention, and of course many thousands were still in
their 'teens.
"The survivors of this youthful horde, toughened by a violent and contentious decade, were
holding power in California when the Civil War
began. Hopkins, past thirty-five when he left the
east, was an old man from the moment he put foot
ashore, constantly surrounded by those younger
than himself. Easily and inevitably he accepted
the title of Uncle Mark and adopted the mannerisms and viewpoint of an oldster. From the frrst
his partners looked on him as a kindly but slightly
decrepit ancient, full of the wisdom of age, but
hedged in by its conservatism.
"He differed from his partners in still other
ways. Three of the four were large men physically; Crocker normally weighed over 240 pounds,
Huntington and Stanford not much less than 220.
Uncle Mark was tall and bent and 'thin as a fence
post.' His skinny knees and elbows were awkward
and loosely hinged; it was as though he had never
outgrown the gangling age. He had small gray
eyes, a long thin nose set in a long thin face and
surrounding a long thin beard, and he spoke (with
a pronounced lisp) in a notably soft voice. He neither smoked nor drank, and he was sparing enough
in the use of profanity to impress the eccentricity
on the minds of acquaintances. Acquaintances
were impressed too by his sparrow-like appetite.
It is recorded that, at table with his partners, Uncle
Mark would musing! y consume half a cup of tea
while the others applied themselves to a succession of steaming dishes. He ate almost no meat;
even in a pre-vitamin age green vegetables were
his staple, and the cost and difficulties of procuring a regular supply darkened his early years in
California.
"Perhaps because of his meatless diet, he disliked hard physical work and managed to avoid it
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all his life. From the age of twelve and under, his
future partners had done the back-breaking labor
required of farmboys of the period, but Hopkins
was always an 'inside man.' ...
" 'Hopkins' defect as a businessman,' wrote one
critic, 'was that he was too cautious, but he was
wise enough to overcome that weakness by allying himself with speculators.' Alone, he would not
have failed to gain a comfortable livelihood, for
he was too prudent ever to gamble for large stakes.
He was one of that cautious type of men who are
never penniless and almost never wealthy. That
he became possessed of more than twenty millions
was 'against his better judgment.' The role of capitalist seemed to make him faintly uncomfortable,
and he sometimes acted 'as if he wanted to apologize for his millions.' The attitude was novel
enough to set him apart from other rich men.
"Reporters who described him as a man of
simple tastes used no facile newspaper phrase, for
it was literally true. He disliked complexities, involvements, elaboration whenever encountered,
whether in a business letter, a meal, a system of
bookkeeping, or a manner of life. He was goodnatured and pliant in nearly all his dealings, but
when he chose to take a stand he could be 'hell on
wheels.' The phrase is Charles Crocker's, who once
recalled plaintively that 'When Hopkins wanted to
be, he was the stubbornest man alive.' ...
"Of course his passion for simplicity regulated
his private life, and for years his mounting wealth
brought no change in his habits or surroundings.
For a decade after his partners had adopted a more
ornate manner of life, his frugal and methodical
routine continued. Because he failed to toss his
abundant dollars about he was presently accused
of penny-squeezing. The charge was not altogether
just; Hopkins had no particular love of money.
Most of the traits put down as miserly were merely
symptomatic of a persisting, inbred hatred of waste.
Clerks were scornful when Uncle Mark paused on
his way through the railroad's offices and rescued
bits of still-servicable blotting paper from the
waste-baskets. When he chanced to go out on the
line (Crocker said he made such visits not oftener
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Figure 5. Adolph Sutro.

than once a year), onlookers saw his
lean figure bending constantly as he
picked up a rusty bolt or spike, a stray
bit of iron. Scrap-iron had a market
value. Moreover, thrift in high places
might conceivably set a good example
for the underlings.
"No less than waste, he abhorred
paying more than a fair price for what
he needed to buy. In early Sacramento
the price of fresh vegetables often
reached outrageous heights. Uncle
Mark solved the difficulty by buying
a few acres of riverside land below the
town, putting a former truck gardener
in charge, and growing his own. The
soil proved unexpectedly rich and the
little farm was soon producing far
more than his table required. Of
course, the surplus was not wasted;
Uncle Mark sold to his neighbors at
full market prices. He had not intended to make a
profit from his carrots and beets and cabbages, but
when a chance for profit came, he grasped it with
pleasure. Preventing waste, reaping an unexpected
profit, driving a good bargain, all regardless of the
amounts involved -- these were his favorite recreations, the only sport he enjoyed. But the public
failed to see why a man reputed to be worth twenty
million dollars should get his pleasure in this way.
Such virtues were tolerable only in the poor....
"... Characteristically, he managed to achieve
a forthright and uncomplicated exit [from life]. The
state of his health had always been one of the unimponant details about which he had refused to
concern himself. Since the day of the railroad's
beginning he had remained close to his desk, leav-

gling legs and arms tied up in rheumatic knots.
For weeks he shuffled about with a cane in each
hand ... and early in March 1878 Hopkins hobbled
aboard a company train bound on an inspection
tour over the new Sunset Route. He had a theory
that the hot Arizona sun would bake the stiffness
out of his joints and enable him ·to hurry back to
his accounts. Secure in that belief, he stretched
himself one evening on a couch in the car on a
Yuma siding and dropped off to sleep. Presently
one of the company's construction engineers,
Arthur Brown, heard the old man sigh in his sleep,
recalled that it was past his punctual bedtime, and
stepped across to arouse him. But for once Uncle
Mark was not concerned with being punctual.
"He was a few months short of sixty-five ...

ing vacations and European water-cures to his By 1878 the railroad was already unpopular with
younger partners and persistently refusing to nine of every ten citizens, but even those most recoddle himself. But he was never strong physi- sentful of its tactics hesitated to blame the senior
cally and during the wet winter of 1877-8 his gan- partner. He had defects and eccentricities; he was
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Figure 6. Longitudinal cross section of Sutro Tunnel.
an unextravagant rich man and therefore a miser.
But he was modest and kindly and sometimes quietly humorous, with none of the vanity and little
of the ruthlessness of his partners. Men he had
known in earlier days found him still friendly and
approachable, and this was not invariably so with
the others. 'I've often crossed the street to shake
hands with Mark Hopkins, and I've done the same
to avoid meeting the others,' said one."

Enter Mr. Sutro
In unwinding the story of this deed, so far only
the parties of the frrst part -- the sellers -- have
been. considered. In addition to Stanford and
Hopkins, these were E.H. Miller as C.P.R.R. Secretary, and S.W. Sanderson as Trustee. The land
conveyed was described only as Section 1, Township 16, Range 21 East of the Mount Diablo meridian, containing 640.32 acres, lying in Lyon
County, Nevada. It was sold, for the token sum of
$1, to none other than Adolph Sutro, a name arguably as famous in the lore of Western mining as
those of Stanford and Hopkins are in railroading.
A 50¢ Original Process U.S. revenue stamp pays
the federal documentary tax on a conveyance with
consideration or value of up to $500, and a pair of
Nevada 25¢ rouletted state revenues pays the corresponding state tax.
Sutro (Figure 5) was the indomitable Prussian
who proposed an elegant solution to one of the
great problems plaguing Comstock Lode mining.
Then, in one of the more impressive engineering
feats of the decade, he executed his plan --despite
the concerted opposition of the most powerful mining magnates of Nevada. The problem was the
deep flooding of the Comstock mines, perched
aside mountains at about 6,000 feet elevation; once

their shaft had penetrated some 500 feet, they were
inundated by streams of scalding water gushing
from the depths of the mountains. The conventional solution was to pump the water to the surface. This necessitated ever-larger pumping engines as the shafts probed deeper, and the flooding
proceeded unabated.
By the 1870s the pumping works of the chief
Comstock mines utilized the most powerful engines to be found anywhere in the world. The tremendous costs were justified only by the immense
richness of the mines. Sutro's solution was to instead drain the water away. through a tunnel from
the deep levels of the mines, sloping gently downward to a suitable outlet on the Carson Valley plain
(Figure 6). Besides draining the mines, the tunnel
would ventilate them. The feature that distinguished Sutro's scheme from earlier tunnel projects
(Davis, 1913) was that the ore could be brought
out through the tunnel to the waiting mills on the
nearby Carson River, instead of\being hoisted at
great expense to the surface, then hauled to the
mills. That such a tunnel would have to be some
four miles long deterred Sutro not at all.
The location of the Sutro Tunnel is shown in a
fine map produced by Sutro as a promotional device in 1866 (Figure 7). Several aspects of this
map call for comment. For effect, it has been rotated about 60. clockwise from the familiar NorthSouth orientation; the underlying grid ofrange lines
shows that the tunnel actually was to run southeast from Virginia City. The future tense is appropriate, for actual excavation was not to commence
for three long and hard years, until October 19,
1869. The town of Sutro at the tunnel mouth was
entirely hypothetical in 1866. It was already true,
though, that as conspicuously depicted on the map,
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Figure 7. Comstock region and projected Sutro Tunnel, 1866.

the U.S. Congress had granted Sutro the right to
purchase up to two sections of land at the tunnel
mouth, also any mineral lands within 2000 feet of
the tunnel at either side, at favorable prices. The
map made sure to emphasize that the tunnel would
intersect a number of mineral ledges, notably the
Monte Cristo and Great Flowery, thus holding out
the promise that tunnel excavation would uncover
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profitable ore bodies. This so-called "Sutro Tunnel Act," signed by President Johnson on July 25,
1866, had also granted the tunnel right of way, and
obligated any mines benefiting from ~he tunnel to
pay royalties to its owners. Sharp-eyed viewers
will fmd three embellishments on this map which
mark it as a Sutro production. The projected tunnelline passes between Mt. Rose and Mt. Emma,
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named by Adolph for his daughters and found on Range 21 East? I quickly learned that very few
few if any other maps; and the Sutro Mill in Day- maps consider these survey parameters at all.
ton is shown, despite the fact that it had burned to However, the Virginia City quadrangle of the
USGS 15 minute topographical map provided a
the ground in 1863.
Why was the C.P.R.R. selling land in Lyon start, revealing that the terminus of the S utro TunCounty, Nevada? And why was Adolph Sutro buy- nel, at its intersection with the Savage mine near
ing it? Surely there was a story here. As shown in Virginia City, lies in Range 21E, Township 17N,
Figure 7, the western portion of Lyon County bor- with the tunnel angling off the map toward Townders famous Storey County, "the richest county in ship 16.
With this cue, I turned to the fine biography of
the world" for much of the 1860s and 1870s. It
contained Virginia City, Gold Hill, and most of the Sutro (Stewart & Stewart, 1962), and found the
Comstock Lode. The adjoining portion of Lyon puzzle solved by the map shown in Figure 8. The
County contained portions of the Comstock, nota- mysterious Section 1 encompassed the mouth of
bly the Devil's Gate and Silver City areas, and about the Sutro Tunnel and some 95% of the planned
half of the projected Sutro Tunnel. Some 10 to 15 town of Sutro! This is shown more clearly in the
miles north of this region the Central Pacific did enlarged portion of this map shown in Figure 9.
pass through Lyon County, hugging its northern At the end of the words "FLORENCE AVENUE"
border along the Immigrant Trail, and the railroad is inscribed "Sec. 1," at the center of 16 squares,
town of Wadsworth lay just across the border in which according to the map legend contain 40 acres
Washoe County.
each, totaling 640 aqres, or one section.
The U.S. government's land grants to the railWhy had Sutro waited until 1872 to attend to
road, though, had a long reach. The Pacific Rail- this purchase? It had been more than six years
road Act of 1862 had granted the Central Pacific since Congress had granted him the right to buy as
alternate sections of public domain land for ten much as two sections of land at the tunnel mouth,
miles on either side of its line. A section com- and nearly three since excavation had commenced.
The answer is that there had been no real point
prises one mile square, containing 640 acres. The
Pacific Railroad Act of 1864 doubled this allot- to it. For too long the Sutro Tunnel had been little
ment, extending the checkerboard pattern of rail- more than a paper project. Yes, the Sutro Tunnel
road lands to 20 miles on either side of the line. Co. had been formed, and issued plenty of stock.
This encompassed a considerable portion of Lyon Yes, support had been obtained from numerous
County, and in fact much of the Comstock; Vir- individuals and organizations as powerful as the
ginia City itself lay some 12 miles south of the Virginia City Miners' Union, the Nevada LegislaCentral Pacific's line. Of course, by the time its ture, and the U.S. Congress. But very little money
tracks reached this region in the summer of 1868 had been raised. Yes; excavation had started, but
and its allotted sections were earned, essentially on a shoestring budget, and little progress had been
all the promising mineral ground had long since made. Sutro's prodigious energies had of necesbeen claimed, and was no longer in the public do- sity been devoted almost entirely to promotion and
main.
fundraising, with depressingly little success. The
town of Sutro was to be an adjunct of the Sutro
The Puzzle Solved
Tunnel. Why worry about the town if there was to
The fact that precisely one section was con- be no tunnel?
veyed in the deed at hand makes it virtually cerAfter initially endorsing Sutro's project, the
tain that this was one of the many thousands powers that be on the Comstock had actively opgranted by the Pacific Railroad Act of 1864. But posed him beginning about 1867. Their turnabout
just where was Section 1, Township 16 North, evidently occurred after the realization gradually
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Figure 8. Plan
of the Town of
Sutro, 1873.

SUTRO TUNNEL C!?

hit home, not only just how wealthy and powerful commitment for purchase of company stock to the
Sutro could become if his tunnel were quickly com- extent of $650,000 in gold coin, from Robert
pleted and functioned optimally, but also how much McCalmont of the London banking house
their own revenues might decrease. The supremely McCalmont Brothers & Co. Shortly thereafter
powerful "Bank Ring," including William C. another $800,000 was raised in London. This went
Ralston, Cashier of the Bank of California at San a long way towards ensuring success, but almost
Francisco, William Sharon, his Agent in Virginia immediately a new impediment loomed. Earlier
City, and their subordinates and associates were in 1871 the Congressional Committee on Mines
had appointed a Sutro Tunnel Commission, which
Sutro's chief opponents.
In May 1866 Ralston had written Sutro an en- had visited the Comstock in July. In January 1872
thusiastic letter of introduction to London bank- Sutro had traveled to Washington, confident of a
ers, and Sharon had also signed an endorsement. favorable report by the Tunnel Commission, and
In 1867, though, they flung down the gauntlet. The of a long-awaited federal loan. The report, though,
trustees of the Crown Point Mining Co. had spelled disaster, stating that the tunnel was "not a
pledged to purchase $75,000 of Sutro Tunnel Co. necessity" for drainage and ventilation of the
stock, to be ratified at the company's annual meet- Comstock. Reading it, Sutro concluded the coming on June 7. The "Ring," though, managed to missioners had been intimidated and misled by the
have the President and Superintendent of the mine owners and their superintendents, who had
Crown Point replaced by their handpicked candi- arranged and supervised the commission's underdates, and blocked the ratification. From then on ground tours, and were all hostile to the tunnel.
Sutro was caught up in an all-consuming struggle Desperate, Sutro arranged a trial-like hearing on
to obtain fmancial support.
the report before the Mining Committee, with the
Finally in September 1871 Sutro secured a pro- and anti-tunnel forces represented by lawyers.
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Figure 9. Enlarged portion of Figure 8 showing Sutro townsite.

The hearing lasted nearly two months. Significantly, the Bank of California provided the attorney arguing against the tunnel. Sutro represented
himself, and gave one of his most ·astonishing and
successful performances; the Committee overruled
the conclusions of its own commission, adopted a
report enthusiastically endorsing the tunnel project,
drew up a bill calling for a $2 million loan to the
tunnel company, and urged its passage.
The Committee on Mines and Mining had
given Sutro its stamp of approval. His London
backers had provided him a realistic operating bud-

get. Now he was finally free to attend to the business of tunnel-building in earnest. Then too, there
was a town to be established.
The great man returned to Nevada in the summer of 1872, and had the town of Sutro surveyed
shortly thereafter. On September 9, 1872 the Sutro
Tunnel Co. earned its flrst income by selling two
lots in the new town for $500 each, one for a livery stable, the other for a butcher shop. The map
shown in Figure 8 appeared in 1873; its fine print
states that town lots measured 25x60 feet.
The date of the deed featured here, September
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Figure 10. September 1872 check ofSutro Tunnel Co. signed by Adolph Sutro, dateline "Sutro; Nevada,"
at the time just a few buildings clustered near the tunnel mouth.

12, 1872, dovetails nicely with this historical
record, and adds an interesting twist. It seems that
Sutro, in selling these first lots, had jumped the
gun a bit; on September 9 they had still been the
property of the Central Pacific Railroad Co. No
doubt Sutro's purchase of Section 1 had been arranged some time in advance, and its formalization anticipated; still, when reselling a property it
is customary to wait until one actually owns it!
This timeline has give me a new appreciation
of an item acquired years ago, a check from the
account of the Sutro Tunnel Co. on Wells, Fargo
& Co., San Francisco, with 2¢ imprinted federal
revenue stamp, dated September 5, 1872, and
signed by Adolph Sutro as Superintendent (Figure
10). Note the "Sutro, Nevada" printed dateline.
Previously this had signified to me just another
scarce origin for a Nevada stamped document
Given the context established above, however, that
dateline now seems both pathetically pretentious
and knowingly optimistic. On September 5, 1872,
"Sutro, Nevada" was certainly no town, just a cluster of buildings-- an office, machine shop, stables,

scarcely deserved a name at all.
Adolph Sutro, though, no doubt saw his namesake town not as it was, but as he envisioned it. In
1866 he had predicted that when his tunnel was in
place, Virginia City and Gold Hill would become
ghost towns populated by bats, owls and coyotes.
Comstock ore would be brought out through the
tunnel, mills moved to the tunnel mouth, even the
miners would relocate -to Sutro, riding to work
through the tunnel. Merchants, saloons, hotels,
churches would follow, and Sutro would become
the preeminent city of western Nevada. Certainly
the years since that prophesy had been discouraging, but with substantial financing finally secured
and his attackers beaten back, Sutro knew that
things were about to change. "Sutro, Nevada"
would become a town, hopefully an important one.
The price Sutro paid for Section 1 also calls
for comment. Congress had empowered him to
purchase land at the tunnel mouth for a mere $1.25
per acre. For an entire section, this amounted to
$800, yet Sutro managed to acquire Section 1 for
$1, a token "valuable consideration" necessary to

warehouses and so on -- at the mouth of a tunnel ensure legality. It would be interesting to know
that, after three years' work, had progressed only
about half a mile and was less than 15% completed.
From a pessimist's point of view, such a place
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how he managed this. One can imagine him, relishing the opportunity to visit yet another corridor
of power, persuading, say, Leland Stanford, that
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Figure 11.
Two views of
the Sutro
Tunnel mouth.
Top: early
vieW showing
theodolite
mounted at
center, used to
align the
excavation.
Bottom: circa
j889 view
showing
elaborate
facade erected
in 1888.

since Congress had reduced the price of tunnel
company land to a pittance, the C.P.R.R. ought to
eli~inate it entirely, as a magnaminous, patriotic
gesture. Perhaps the ever-economical Adolph
greased the deal with some tunnel company stock,
of which he had an ample supply.
· From the viewpoint of fiscal history -- the study
of revenue-stamped documents -- it is fortunate that

Sutro did not wait much longer to attend to the
purchase of Section 1. On October 1, 1872, all
U.S. documentary stamp taxes, except that on bank
checks, would be resci nded. T~e corresponding
Nevada taxes persisted uritil February 21, 1873.
Sutro's sweetheart deal minimized the stamp taxes
paid on the sale of Section 1, erroneously ~o. Both
·the U.S. and Nevada taxed deeds at 50¢ per $500
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Figure 12. Rare

interior view of
Sutro Tunnel
during excava!Um. Pilot
tunnel at right
was driven at full.
speed, leaving
enlargement and
timbering for
other crews.
Note the wooden
rails.

of "consideration or value," or fraction thereof.
Here the 50¢ minimum was paid in each case, evidently based on the $1 consideration. However,
numerous Decisions and Rulings of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue had established that
when the consideration was nominal, the stamp tax
on a deed should be based on the actual value of
the property (Mahler, 1988).. Using Congress's
price of $800, the federal and state stamp taxes
should have been $1 each. Even this price, though,
could legitimately have been considered·a token;

\

(Figures 11, 12), so did the town of Sutro grow to
accommodate the workers, reaching a population
of perhaps 800. On July 8, 1878, the tunnel made
its long-awaited connection with the Comstock
Lode, piercing the Savage mine shaft at its 1635
foot level. Alas, Sutro's magnificent achievement
had come too late. He had been too late in starting, and too long in building. By the time the tunnel became operational in 1879, the Comstock,
once imagined to be inexhaustible, was in serious
decline. The bountiful "Big Bonanza" in the Cali-

in September 1872 the value of Section 1 on the fomia and Consolidated Virginia mines had termiopen market would certainly have been tens of nated in 1878 at the 1650 level.
thousands of dollars.
True, it would take two years for the last of its
As work on the tunnel geared up after late 1872 rich ore to be extracted. In 1879 Ulysses S. Grant
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would make his celebrated visit to the Comstock,
and descend into its steaming depths, to be followed by Rutherford B. Hayes in 1880. But there
would be no more bonanzas. The Lode, which
between 1859 and 1880 had yielded some $320
million in gold and silver, would add a paltry
$1.075 million to that total in 1881, all.from unprofitable ore. To put this in perspective, the two
Bonanza mines had each paid their stockholders
that in dividends -- $1,080,000 apiece -- every
month during the mid to late 1870s. Between 1882
and 1919, despite extensive exploration of the 2500
to 3000-foot levels, only another $55 million would
be scratched out, most of it from low grade ore
bypassed during the glory days. It is not surprising, then, that the once-anticipated boom in the fortunes and population of the town of Sutro never
materialized. In fact, just the opposite occurred;
as work on the tunnel drew to a close and workers
were laid off, the population dwindled. The 1880
census found just 435 residents. By 1890 few
buildings remained (Figure 13), and by 1900 the
town had been virtually abandoned.
Two magnificent ruins survived much longer.
The elegant Sutro mansion was destroyed by fire
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in 1941, and a largely intact two-story ten-stamp
mill with all its machinery in place inet the same
fate in 1967 (Paher, 1993, provides a photo). Today the town has long since disappeared, but the
tunnel mouth is essentially intact (Figure. 14), and
a few original buildings still stand nearby. (Visit
http:/ /www.ghosttowns.com/states/nv/stitro.html
for photos.)
Although widely considered an engineering
marvel, as a business venture the Sutro Tunnel was
a failure. No rich mineral deposits were discovered during its construction, and no Comstock ore
was ever brought out through the tunnel. It performed admirable in draining the Comstock, and
was essential to exploration of its deep levels, as
water now had to be pumped only to the tunnel
level. It drained the Comstock for over 60 years,
until1940. Drainage fees, though, were not enough
to make the tunnel profitable. It never came close
to repaying its original investors their millions in
construction costs. Tunnel company stock became
worthless. The McCalmont Brothers were lucky
to recoup $800,000, accepted as a compromise
settlemenrafter they foreclosed .their mortgage in
1889. That money was available only because a

Figure 13. Town of Sutro in decline, circa 1890. The tunnel entrance is on the right,
with tree-lined Tunnel Ave. leading to it. The Sutro mansion is at the far left
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Figure 14. Recent view of Sutro Tunnel
entrance.

new champion of the tunnel had emerged in
Theodore Sutro, New York lawyer and younger
brother of Adolph. Theodore had faith in the
tunnel's potential profitability, and would not let it
fall into disuse. He effected the payoff of the
McCalmonts by persuading a sufficient number of
stockholders to accept an assessment of 50¢ per
share, then reorganized the Sutro Tunnel Co. as
the Comstock Tunnel Co., with the original stockholders' equity preserved. Cynics will find the
source of Theodore's motivation in the controversial $100,000 fee he paid himself, one-third in cash,
for effecting the reorganization. In any case, there
is no indication that the new company was any
more profitable than the old one had been.
The situation could have been very different.
Without the implacable opposition of the Bank
Ring and others, Sutro might have obtained financing and begun excavation by late 1867, and perhaps finished by 1874, in time to have participated
in extraction of the Comstock's last two bonanzas.
The fabled $105 million Big Bonanza in the California and Consolodated Virginia mines, uncovered in 1873 at the 1200 foot level and extending
to 1650 feet, comprised some 1.4 million tons. It
took until 1880 to extract the rich ore. Had the
Bonanza firm been persuaded to bring their ore
out through the tunnel, and paid the $2 per ton royalty Sutro anticipated, the tunnel company's earnings would have been in the millions. It also might
have profited from the last years of the $65 million Crown Point-Belcher bonanza, struck in 1870
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at the 900-foot level, extending to about 1500 feet
and also comprising 1.4 million tons, and taking
until 1878 to fully extract.
As things were, however, Sutro evidently had
no illusions about the profitability of his grand
project. Soon after it became operational, he quietly unloaded all the stock he could, then severed
his connections with the Sutro Tunnel Co. As told
by Stewart and Stewart,
"Adolph secretly sent to the company secretary in San Francisco for stock certificates representing his stock in smaller, more salable
units than those he already held. He also
needed a new confederate in New York and he
found such a person in Edward D. Adams.
Adams was a partner in the finn of Winslow,
Lanier and Company, bankers of New York
City. Proceeding with utmost secrecy, Adams
sold 50,000 shares of Sutro's tunnel stock during the month of January, 1880. The first two
thousand shares brought $4.00 a share, but the
block of $50,000 averaged less-- $3.69 a share.
Adams reported that nearly all of it had been
sold to speculators 'on the street' who were
hoping to unload it on someone else.
"Sutro kept selling stock, and by March 27
Adams had sold 200,000 shares at an average
price of$3.189 per share, ora totalof$637,825,
from which a commission of $25,000 was deducted. Winslow, Lanier and Co. still held
150,000 additional shares of Sutro Tunnel
Company stock belonging to A. Sutro.
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"Adams telegraphed in code to Sutro daily
and between March 27 and May 11 he had only
partial success in making sales because Sutro
had instructed him to sell at not less than $2 a
share. Fifty thousand of these remaining shares
fmally brought$96,187.50, making a total from
stock sales of $709,012.50. If Sutro ever managed to sell the other 100,000 shares of stock
at $2 a share, which seems unlikely, he realized a little over $900,000 from the sale of his
tunnel stock."
Sutro now turned his back on Nevada and embarked on a new life in San Francisco, which saw
him become the city's largest land-owner, construct
the exotic Cliff House and Sutro Baths, amass a
world-class library including some 15% of all extant 15th century volumes, and win election as
mayor on the Populist ticket. But that is another
story.

Appendix. Timing and Originality
of Sutro's Tunnel Proposal
Many secondary sources state that Sutro first
proposed his tunnel project in a letter to the San
Francisco Alta California written during his first
brief visit to the Comstock and published on April
20, 1860. The relevant passage is as follows:
"The working of the mines is done without any
system as yet. Most of the companies commence without an eye to future success. Instead of running a tunnel low down on the hill
and then sinking a shaft to meet it, which at
once insures drainage and ventilation and facilitates the work, by going upward, the claims
are mostly entered from above and large openings made, which require considerable timbering, and which expose the mines to all sorts of
difficulties. "1
Surely too much has been written into these
words, which express a sound general principle of
lode mining, nothing more, and certainly not a proposal to drain the entire Comstock from its 1600
foot level by a four mile tunnel to the Carson River!
Moreover, by the time Sutro did come forward
with his plan, several rather similar projects had
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already been undertaken. As quoted by Davis
(1913),
"The Sutro tunnel was not a novel scheme
for tapping the Comstock lOde at a deep level,
nor was it on a much larger scale than other
undertakings of the same character. When
operations were first begun on the newly discovered silver mines, comparatively little was
known about hoisting or pumping works. For
a year or more all the ore was brought out of
the Ophir and Mexican claims in rawhide
buckets supported on the back of Mexican
miners by a strap that passed across the forehead, and the only means of ascent and descent were logs with steps cut in them which
were placed at an incline from floor to floor.
The little pumping necessary was· done by
hand for a long while, and I recollect that it
was considered a remarkable piece of enterprise when a donkey engine was set up to do
it by steam power.
"But with depth the water became more
troublesome and the task of bringing up the
ore more laborious, and tunneling at once suggested itself as the best means of overcoming
these difficulties. None of the mines, that I
recollect, undertook the work themselves, but
several independent companies were organized for that purpose.
"The first of these was the Latrobe Tunnel
and Mining Company, which began work early
in 1861. This tunnel was a double-track one,
intended for the use of animals to haul cars,
and was constructed under contract with the
mining companies whose ground it should
penetrate, they having agreed to separate a
portion of their claims adjacent to it in compensation for drainage and prospecting. The
tunnel started from a point a little over half a
mile east of Virginia City, and the estimate was
that it would strike the Comstock at a distance
of somewhere near 3,000 feet and at a depth
of about 600 feet below .the outcroppings.
"At that time it was believed there were many
veins between the mouth of the tunnel and the
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Virginia ledge, its objective point; but not a
vein was cut until it reached the Comstock,
and there -- though it passed directly over and
only about 500 feet above the big bonanza -the lode was so broken up and barren that the
projectors became discouraged and the work
was abandoned, I think, for I never heard any
more about it.
"In 1862 the Cedar Hill Tunnel and Mining
company undertook a similar work, but after
tunneling about 2,000 feet into the mountain
the project was given up and the tunnel passed
into the hands of the Sierra Nevada company.
"But a more important enterprise than either
of these was inaugurated by the Gold Hill and
Virginia Tunnel and Mining company in 1863.
The plan was to begin at a point in Gold canyon, near Silver city, and run a tunnel the entire length of the lode to the Ophir mine, which
it would cut at a depth of about 1,000 feet,
and at a distance of about 15,000. Work on
this tunnel had been in progress nearly a year
when the exhaustion of all the upper ore bodies on the lode and the failure to discover any
new ones rendered the outlook for the mining
industry on the Comstock so disheartening that
capitalists refused to put more money into
schemes dependent upon future developments;
so work on the Gold Hill and Virginia tunnel

was suspended and never resumed.
It was just at the close of this era of tunnels
that Adolph Sutro came forward with his proposal
to run one from a point near the Carson river, a
distance of 20,000 feet, and cut the Comstock 1,600
feet below the surface. This was 600 feet deeper
that the Gold Hill and Virginia tunnel, and therefore would offer better draining and ventilating
facilities; but the chief superiority Sutro claimed
for it was that it would afford a cheap means of
transporting ore to the river for reduction by water
power and bringing in the immense amount of timber used in the mines -- for neither of which purposes, by the way, has it ever been used."

After Sutro relocated from San Francisco to
Nevada, his first commercial enterprise had been
a mill at Dayton. This mill was destroyed by fire
in 1863. The eventual site of his tunnel was only
about two miles from this mill site (Figure?). Sutro,
a keen observer of Comstock doings, was almost
certainly aware of previous tunneling ventures. It
seems overwhelmingly likely that his tenure as a
mill operator was a necessary prelude to the formation of his own tunnel proposal, putting him in
the right place at the right time to gain an intimate
familiarity with the surrounding region, and to recognize its unique advantages as a tunnel site.
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AND STILL THEY COME:
TWO MORE CALIFORNIA PATRIOTICS
by Dr. Robert J. Chandler
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WP-IOA. Stationer Jerry W. Sullivan advertised, "Particular attention paid to filling and forwarding country
orders," and his flag cover most likely departed in 1862 from the Green Valley area below Placerville. [The
stamp is NOT original.] Evidently promoter David M. Gazlay, who earlier had made arrangements with Hutchings
& Rosenfield to use their writings for a mercantile guide, similarly passed on his original patriotic designs to
Sullivan. Besides the overall flags [WP-10 and WP-10A], the globe andjlag [WP-23 and --24] is another
Gazlay-Sullivan set.

Recently, I acquired two California Patriotic
covers to add to the pioneering work of James W.
Milgram, M.D., as seen in "Western Civil War
Patriotics" (American Philatelist, May 1997),
printed in color; and revised for Western Express
as "Civil War Patriotic Covers of Western Manufacture" (June and September 1998, addenda
March 1999).
The first is Milgram's WP-10, an overall flag
with the blue field partially slanted over the fourth
red stripe -- but instead of David M. Gazlay, the
printer is J.W. Sullivan, newsdealer and forwarder
since 1852, and in 1861 at 414 Washington, near
Battery. Dr. Milgram has assigned thisdesign _numberWP-10A.
David M. Gazlay became a San Francisco promoter. He begain inauspiciously enough. Gazlay
first appeared in the June 1859 city directory as a
clerk along with his brother Daniel, located at 11

Clay Stre~t amid a block dense with produce mer·chants. By the directory of July 1860, Gazlay had
joined with Morgan L. Ingles, a carriage trimmer
the year previous, to open the Metropolitan Restaurant at 202 Washington. With such backgrounds
for providing food service, it is not surprising that
Gazlay soon entered a different line of work.
In early October 1860, Gazlay released the
California Mercantile Journal for 1860, a 312-page
book of advertisements and articles given free to
hotels and steamers. The reading material came
from the California Magazine, produced by those
California boosters and printers of illustrated envelopes, lettersheets and patriotic covers, David
Mason Hutchings and Anthony Rosenfield. Details about their arrangement with Gazlay do not
survive, but Hutchings himself kept reprinting
material from that Gold Rush magazine for the next
30 years.
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OnMay31, 1861, San Franciscan Jerry W Sullivan sent by Wells, Fargo & Co.'s Express 250 envelopes
and 12 Union Songsters among various literary offerings to Samuel Young, a stationer at Forest Hill,
Placer County. A price of 1.2 cents for a California Patriotic, even if unused, is today a bargain!

By early 1861, Gazlayran a bookandjobprinting shop at 513 Clay, near Sansome, as he printed
the program for the Union mass meeting on February 22. Gazlay's self-designed early patriotic
envelopes drew attention to himself, while other
job printing produced pamphlets for organizations
that increased his network of influential friends.
Shortly, Gazlay's American Biography for 1861
appeared, a 212-page successor to his 1860 piece.
Modeled on similar volumes popular in the East
in the 1850s, the book contained miscellaneous
reading material, and advertisers paid for publication.
The September 1861 city directory lists Gazlay's Steam Book and Job Print, but he disposed of
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it shortly, as Valentine & Co. printed Gazlay's San
Francisco Business Directory for 1861. At 208
pages, it was the same size as the book Gazlay
printed himself. "This little volume is intended,"
Gazlay wrote, "to supply the deficiency of a compact, reliable, and cheap business guide to the great
Commercial Emporium of the Pacific." Few paid
the $1 price, as today it is "very rare."
The San Francisco directories for 1862 and
1863 list Gazlay, but provide no occupation. He
had not given up compiling directories; he merely
changed his location to the premier city of the nation, New York. In 1863 from New York City,
Gazlay published another San Francisco Business
Directory. This one contained 318 pages filled with
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WP-17A. On February 28, 1863, the eighth version of this California Patriotic [WP-JJ to WP-17]/eft
Sacramento for Ohio. 1t came from the book and stationery store of Edwin B. Davidson at 52 Fourth Street.

Milgram WP-23, David M. Gazlay, printer, San Francisco, 1861. J. W Sullivan sold version W.[>-24.

Milgram WP-24, D.M. Gazlay, San Francisco.
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No. 4 .:

On December 3, 1864, the Sacramento Union noted a prospectus for a monthly magazine to be published
simultaneously in New York and San Francisco. In fact, David M. Gazlay only published the New York edition,
as costs were half those in the West, and dispatched them on the steamer leaving the 13th of the month previous
to the date of issue. His 80-page Pacific Monthly lasted seven issues ,from January through July 1865.
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For WP-27, Dr. Milgram observes that Liberty, clothed in the stars and stripes and
holding a sheaf of wheat while standing on the globe, is a California copy of a design
that New York printer Charles Magnus and others produced. Milgram concludes, "One
has to suspect a San Francisco printer made these."
A clue appears in Scott J. Winslow's Auction #26, closing November 15, 2002, lot
259. A stock certificate for the Gray Ledge Gold & Silver Mining Company of Calaveras,
incorporated June 23, 1863, carries this vignette and names its printers: Thomas H.
Agnew & Thomas B. Deffebach.

San Francisco listings and New York City advertisements. Fewer merchants and book buyers took
up his challenge to create "additional and more
important trade with the auriferous Pacific Coast,"
as this directory is "extremely rare."
Undaunted, in 1864, Gazlay's New York "California and Oregon Advertising Agency" sponsored
a 430-page directory, the first of its kind, listing
businesses in San Francisco, Sacramento, Stockton, and Marysville in California, as well as Portland, Oregon. Then to open 1865, our irrepressible promoter issued a fine 80-page magazine trumpeting the Pacific Coast and providing general
reading as well. The Pacific Monthly ceased publication in July after its seventh issue.
In the summer of 1861, as Gazlay turned to
other endeavors, Jerry Sullivan likely acquired his
patriotic print blocks. In fact, Milgram's WP-23
and WP-24 (a floating globe labeled "Our Country" with a flag, and legend, "California is Loyal
to the Union"), is a similar pair of shared designs,
the first by Gazlay, the second by Sullivan.
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My Sullivan flag cover bears a "May 5" manuscript cancel from Hitchcock's Ranch, El Dorado
County. Its 3-cent stamp is not original, thus giving no clue to dating. However, John H. Williams,
in his indispensable California Town Postmarks,
1849-1935 (Western Cover Society, 1997), gives
one date for the post office -- May 5, 1862; perhaps the letter was with the cover then.
My second cover resembles Milgram's WP-11
to WP-17. All show a cannon and flag with the
slogan, "The Union must and shall be preserved."
The distinctive difference to give each a separate
number is the issuing stationer. Milgram presents
two without imprint, two from Nevada City, <Uid
one each originating in San Francisco, Oroville,
and Stockton. Somehow, this design became popular with newsdealers. Connecticut Yankee Edwin
B. Davidson, a Sacramento book, stationery and
literary dealer since at least 1853, produced the
eighth. In 1863, Davidson operated out of 52
Fourth Street. Dr. Milgram designates Davidson's
production as WP-17 A.
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THE OREGON TO CALIFORNIA TRAIL
California Segment
Part 2 (continued)
Major Overland Transportation and Communication Route
connecting Portland, Oregon and Sacramento, California
Emphasis on Postal History

by Dale Wilson

Post Offices and Postal Matters
For the period mid-1854 through 1860, a few
newsworthy items are worth mentioning. Mail
schedules, both in the mountains and valleys, were
often disrupted by weather, road, and river conditions, such as is reflected in the following from the
Shasta Courier of March 10, 1855:
"THE CALIFORNIA STAGE COMPANY'S
STAGES now run every day between this place
and Red Bluffs, where they connect with the
steamers for Sacramento. The stages on the remainder of the route to Marysville have been
taken off temporarily in consequence of the impassable conditions of the road."
The same paper on March 24 states that the
stages are now running through to Marysville -- a
two week hiatus.
The frequency of the mails changed over time.
On the main route up the valley between Marysville
and Shasta the delivery schedule went from once a
week during the period May 10, 1851 to June 1,
1852 to a required three trips a week for eight
months, and two trips a week for four months for
the period June 1, 1852 to June 30, 1854; and daily
except Sunday from May 1 to January 1 (and three
times a week for the rest of the year) during the
period from July 1, 1854 to June 30, 1858. The
actual date of commencing the changed schedule

varied depending on the season; for instance, the
daily mails resumed from the tri-weekly schedule
in 1857 on June 15, instead of May 1 as specified
in the contract. This was after an unusually late
winter.
The Courier issue of November 17, 1858 announced, "that in view of the opening of the Overland Trail to California, and probable early commencement of service on the Tehuantepec route,
persons sending letters to, (or from), the Pacific
Coast are respectfully requested to designate on
each letter the route by which they desire them
sent -- that is 'Overland,' 'via Tehuantepec,' or 'via
Panama.' In all cases when the route is not designated, they will be sent via Panama."
The San Francisco Bulletin of January 17, 1860
announced that after January 23 the San Francisco
post office would send all letters by the Great Overland Route via Los Angeles unless they were specifically endorsed "via Panama.''
Plate II shows the 21 post offices that opened
along the Oregon to California Trail in the period
July 1, 1854 to December 31, 1860. It also shows
(with dotted lines) the post offices that opened and
closed up to December 31, 1860. One of these
was Ottitiewa, which became Fort Jones. It is of
interest that there still were no post offices on the
Sacramento Route between Shasta and Yreka.
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POST OFFICES
Opened
July 1, 1854 - December 31, 1860
and Discontinued
Prior to December 3 I, 1860
Along the Oregon to California Trail
County Name Opened Discontinued
West Side- Sacramento to Tehama
Yolo
Washington
14 Jul 56
Yolo
Antelope 30 Oct 56
Yolo
Prairie
19 Mar 57
Yolo
Charleston 30 Aug 58
Colusa Princeton 2 Nov 55
Glenn
Jacinto
9 Mar 58
East Side • Sacramento to Tehama
Charley's Ranch
28 Aug 58
Butte
Butte
Oroville
3 May 54
Butte
Rio Seco 10 Mar 57
Butte
Rock Creek) Mar 58
31 Mar 60
Butte
Lassen's
Tehama Grove City 30 Jun 58
West Side· Tehama to Shasta
Shasta
American Ranch 19Ju155
Shasta
Middletown 18 Jun 56 19 Mar 58
Trinity Trail -Shasta to Yreka
Shasta Whisk')' Creek 18 Feb 56
Shasta French Gulch 18 Feb 56
Trinity Trinity Centre J I Jul 55
Siskiyou Callahans Ranch 15Feb58
Siskiyou Ottitiewa 29Dec54 19 Nov 60
Siskiyou Fort Jones 19 Nov 60
Sacramento River Trail Shasta to Yreka
No Post Offices Opened or Disc.
Yreka to the Oregon Border
Siskiyou Henley 3 Jan 56
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Identifying Covers that Traveled
on the Oregon to California Trail.
1849-1860
What Route Did it Take?
Who Carried it?
How Often was the Mail Carried?
By What Means of Transport?
These are challenging questions, and we will
not be able to come up with all the answers, though
more research may fill in some of the blanks or
confirm the few tentative answers. There seems
to be a special lack of information regarding how
the post offices near the stage routes up both sides
of the Valley got their mail, or delivered it to the
stages. The records of the Postmaster General
for Mail Contracts published for the Congressional Sessions for these years, and various newspaper articles are the best bet to begin filling in
the answers to questions regarding travel on the
main routes.
Over the length of the Oregon to California
trail in California, as would be expected, increased
service in the postal system proceeded from the
San Francisco-Sacramento heartland northward
up the routes in a wave of increasing stability as
the settled populations grew.

There Was an Alternate Sea Mail
During this period, the Pacific Mail Steamship Line was carrying the mail by sea between
San Francisco and Portltt?d, so that mail directed
from either of these cities to the other would normally go by sea. Of course, all Portland area mail
directed to the East Coast or Europe would go by
sea. The extent to which postal authorities exercised best judgement in routing letters, considering location near these major city areas, or the
relative schedules of the two alternate ways of
getting the mail delivered is not known, but certain assumptions would seem valid.
The biggest problem with the sea mail was
that the Pacific Mail Steamship Line did not make
intermediate stops in the few good harbors along
the rugged Pacific Coast, so that "Way Mail" was
practically non-existent, even for major coastal
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communities that would have acted as distribution
points for the scattered populations developing
along the rivers and valleys inland from the coast.
One can hardly blame the Company or their Captains, who were responsible for their ships, and it
was a much later era when really serious attempts
were made to provide the breakwaters and dredging neccessary to sufficiently eliminate the dangerous shallow sand bars at the mouths of the harbors. There was also a lack of knowledge regarding dangerous re.e fs and rocks common along the
entire coastline, and the lighthouses and other aids
now in existence had not been developed. The safe
and dependable thing to do was to head out to sea
and parallel the dangerous coast at considerable
distance, barely keeping it in sight.
The period of development of inland routes in
the rough mountainous regions of northern California and southern Oregon was well along before
public pressure and Federal action forced the shipping line to make its first real attempt to satisfy
the continuing and growing complaints of the
coastal communities of northern California and
southern Oregon.
An article in the Sacramento Union of September 17, 1857 is worth quoting in full to gain perspective of the situation:
"MORE MAIL FACILITIES ON THE PACIFIC COAST. -- For some three or four years
past there has existed good ground, for the
people living on the coast between San Francisco and Oregon, in complaint of a want of
mail facilities. They have really been without
any regular mail accommodations, and were
dependent upon transient vessels, and upon the
semi-occasional visits of the steamers of the
Pacific M.S.S. Company. They were not required by law to land at Humboldt Bay, Crescent City, Etc. and, if the weather was a little
unfavorable, they passed by without attempting to land. From a paragraph in our Washington Letter, it appears that a contract for four
years has been entered with the Pacific M.S.S.
Company to carry the through and way mails
from San Francisco to Olympia in Washington
Territory. Way mails are to be delivered at all
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This folded letter sheet was cancelled on February 5, 1851 at the Marysville post office and directed for
delivery to San Francisco at the 12 1(2 cent rate. At this time service was once a week, most probably on a stage
coach drawn by four horses as far as Nicolaus. On February 3, 1851 a Special Correspondent of the San
Francisco Alta California reported under dateline Marysville that, "The waters of our rivers are low; nearly or
quite as low as they were any time during the Summer. The lack Hays continues to make her trips regulariy, and
is the only one that does run with any regularity to this place. She is decidedly the favorite boat, her light draft
of water and the facility with which she is capable of being managed, render her decidedly the safest boat to ship
in." So most likely this cover either traveled by stage to Nicolaus to co-ordinate with other steamboats, or was
put on the Jack Hays at Marysville. On May 10, 1851, the mail service was increased to daily between Marysville
and Sacramento, and depending on the river flow, was either carried by stage to Nicolaus and then steamboat to
Sacramento, or by steamboat all the way. The postmark is YUB-820, the earliest Marysville in Williams'
California Town Postmarks. The contents of the letter follows.

Longs Bar, Feather River Jan. 20 1851
Friend Crosby,
Sir, as I have not heard from you since I was at your place, I thought I would write a
line to let you know how I be, and where I am ageing. My health is first rate and hope these lines
will find yours the same. The mines here are very poor, and I haint got much of anything since I saw
you. Next week I shall start for Scott River.
If there are any letters that came to you for me or any at the Post Office it will oblige me much if
you will take the trouble to send them to Sacramento Citty. I can get them there better than at your
place. Please write and let me know wheather you have ben to Boston since I saw you. Remember
me to your partner Mr. Ellis and likewise to Mr Upton.
This from your friend
J.A. Hapgood
The letter is addressed to: Ellis Crosby & Co., Sansome St., San Francisco, Cal.
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This folded letter sheet was mailed from Marysville on December 13, 1852 with Williams' postmark type YUB830.
It traveled southward to Sacramento on the four-horse coach of Sharp, Swift & Co., which traveled every other
day over the 54-mile southernmost section of the Oregon to California Trail. Delivery time was required to be
seven hours or less.

Marysville December 12, 1852

Mr. M. Y. Johnson,
My dear Sir,
I have just arrived here with my stock within a mile of this place & advertised to sell out ifl can possibly close out before the pt January, I will do it and start on that day, if
not I shall start on the 15th January.
My object in writing to you now is -- I wish you would be so good and write me to New York &
inform me how the land lies-- at home & about in regards to my worldly affairs with some advise
what course I had best persue. The storms have prevented me to move before, but now it cleared
perhaps for a short time. Otherwise I should have been able to return in the last steamer.
(In haste) I am well, Hope you Are the same & shall remain yours,
Respectfully,
Godfrey Schissler
Inform me also where G.W. Wild is if you recall
the leading towns on the coast between these
points. The mails under this contract left San
Francisco Wednesday morning on the steamer
Columbia."
A following article of November 6, 1857 is also
a fitting inclusion herein:
"AMAILATLAST. TheHumboltTimes says
that after petitions, prayers, and demands for
seven years, for the establishment of a mail service between that city and San Francisco, the

first mailbag ever brought to the Bay by the
authority of the Post Office Department was
brought by the Columbia, on her last upward
trip."
But you can't legislate against nature. Winter
storms, fogs, and acive seas would often prevent
the landings so easily written into law. And there
was no way that even if the landings so legislated
had taken place, they could help in a major way
the growing need for improved communication up
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On May 10, 1851, the mail service was increased to daily, six days a week on a stage coach
with a four-horse team. Slocum & Morse were
the mail contractors. There was a required sevenMail on the Oregon to California Trail
Mail leaving a post office in northern Califor- hour delivery time. After October 1, 1851 the mail
nia and directed to the East Coast or other coun- contract was transferred to Sharp, Swift & Co., and
tries would most assuredly be sent south to San the frequency of service reduced to three times a
Francisco and the mail ships headed for Panama. week.
On July 1, 1854 a new mail contract went into
Mail directed to California post offices would be
effect,
reinstating daily service from June until
directed up and down the line, as well as mail directed to inland Oregon. Incoming East Coast or November using stage coaches and four-horse
foreign mail directed to interior Northern Califor- teams; steamboats were used over the remainder
nia post offices on or near the route, would, upon · of the year. Justus G. Fordyce was the contractor.
arrival in San Francisco, be routed by inland car- Again, if steamers could not reach Marysville due
rier; or it may have gone automatically to Sacra- to low water, passengers and mail were offloaded
mento as a distribution post office, if pre-sorted at Nicolaus and trdilsported by stage to Marysville.
and bagged for further routing from Sacramento.
On July 1, 1858, a new contract was let to low
There are bound to be difficult routing deter- bidders W.T. Perry and B.R. Nickerson for service
minations, but a high percentage of the covers six times a week, by steamers when practical and
found are 1) directed from one inland city to an- coach and four-horse teams at other times. This
other along the route, or 2) to another California contract was bought up by the California Stage
post office, or 3) those directed to or from the East Company, which continued the service on the same
coast. For these, the answer as to whether they terms until September 15, 1860, when it was canwent by a land or sea route is quite clear. So let's celled in favor of the new daily Sacramento-toconsider the routes, starting from Sacramento and Portland contract of the California Stage Company.
proceeding northward. Plate ill will be helpful in The old route became the southernmost segment
determining routing for covers passing between of that long stage coach route.
Shasta and Yreka during the period.
the major central corridor of the inland valleys,
which was developing as a chain of many links.

Sacramento to Marysville - 54 Miles

From Sacramento North
up the West Side of the Valley

The Sacramento to Marysville mail service up
This service began on July 1, 1851, once a week
the east side of the Valley began in July 1850, pass- by stagecoach by way of Cache Creek, Monroe's
ing through Vernon, Fremont, Nicolaus, and Hock Ranch, Colusa, Moon's Ranch, Ide's Ranch and
Farm (Eliza). Initially the Marysville post office Reading's Ranch to Shasta. But by September 24
closed the overseas mail on the 12th and the 28th of Monroe, the stageline operator, was advertising two
the month, in order to have the mail reach San Fran-~ stage coaches a week, reaching Shasta in three
cisco in time for the steamer sailing dates for days, and it would seem likely that mail was carPanama. The domestic mail was sent out once a ried by both coaches. This contract was in effect
week, and most probably by the daily stage adver- until June 30, 1854. These were four-horse
tised in the August 6, 1850 issue of the Marysville coaches.
Herald. From this beginning, the stages operated
On July 1, 1854, John Ferguson took the conbetween Marysville and Nicolaus when the water tract for once-a-week service from Tehama to Sacwas too low for river boats to reach Marysville. ramento, but it was returned signed by J~mes Birch,
Passenger transfers between stage and riverboat President of the California Stage Company. So
were made at Nicolaus.
the contract was transferred to the California Stage
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(Possibly Four)
BETWEEN SHASTA AND YREKA
DURING the 1854- 1860 PERIOD
From left to right
By_~ay ofWeaverville_ l1ul54- 19Jan55 Horseback???
Tb~'trinity Trail1Jan54- 1Jul54, -19Jan 55?,- Jul56
Sept 56- Late Dec 57; Mid Mar57- Dec 30, 60
McCloud' s Trail, Sacramento River Jan57- Mid Mar57
linked to Rough Wagon Road Upper Soda Spgs.- Yreka
The Lockhart Wagon Road 1Jul56-Sept56
using parts of the Yreka Trail and the·Noble Route
D. WJ..lsonMay2002
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Mailed at Downiesville on June 13, 1853 for transport to Moscow, Maine, the following folded letter sheet
traveled the feeder road out of the mountains to Marysville, where it intersected the Oregon to California Trail.
It would have been conveyed the 54 miles to Sacramento in the four-horse coach of Sharp, Swift & Co., which
made three trips a week both ways. This is an example of the many lemers that were transported laterally on
feeder roads to the main trunk of the Oregon to California Trail for further shipment north or south. The letter is
written by a miner, a poorly schooled family man who has become a California booster and wants his family to
come to California with him when he returns to Maine. His sincerity and common sense shine through his badly
spelled message. The postmark is a poor SIE270 (Williams' earliest), but the unique letter makes up for it.

Downieville June the 9th 1853
i received a leter today and was glad to here that you was so well. it found me well and doing well hut
rather troubled with water at present in our digens, but it will soon be loer so that we can work it is hy on
acount of so much sno. it is warm and dry her now every thing is green -- of all kines all over the side hills
as far as you can see. Gardings look well i have 2 hills of cucumbers & they look wel Some miners clost
to me have a fme garding the maner in it is larg rather cool nights but warm dayes i have received 4leters
from you and one from Hartson that is all that i have received from the states i have not much to rite. i rote
to you five dayes ago. Hirem Baker died in San Francisco last march with consumpsion he went sick but a
short time. the rest of the boyes are well i had a leter from them all the other day and doing well i think
that i shall go and stop the next winter Moses has land- make me a farm & spend my dayes here, no dout i
shall like place for farming and every thing fetches a big price and esay rased and cash down to that is the best
of all Potatoes as big as turnips Staulk sells big also and will for a good many years to come on the acount
of mining & every thing that a man can rase hens sels for $9 apase eggs $6 a dusen here so you se if you
was here that you can make more on 20 hens here than you can thar of from 10 cows with less work Milk is
worth 90 sents a quart Butter 75 sents lb i by a litle milk for a rarity it corns rather hard.
i hav 4 pare of socks yet that i hav never worne 1 pare are good 1 vest 1 coat 1 shirt & pack a gun & so
forth i think that i can go it tell Nathan More that my boots are jest faling of me and if he will send me
another pare, i will send him $8 dollars or $10 dollars for the boots that they hav here are good for nothing rip
all to peses in a short time
Dont be troubled about me nor send eny mony fori hav mony of my one. Moses wrote that he wants to
go home on a visit next spring & if i went we wold go to gether i think now that we shall come then & not
before, probley not to stop but to return agane to this contary with you all i wish that you all was here now &
had the mony for the things there We could go ahed without much labor No spinning wool & making cloth
to kep from freesing to deth No mitens to nit for they haint neded here We can plow all winter and so grane
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& mak gardings without being cold can harves without any rane atoll that you no sutes me This is the place
for fanning tell Hartson to git redy to come with us to this contarey in 1 year from nest fall & he wont hav to
work half so har to make twice as much her as thar no mestake about it what i rite no foolin Provisions is
plenty here of all kines flower 14 sents lb beef 25 & 35 lb molasas $1 per gallon ham 40 sents lb beanes
20 llb aples 34 sents lb and other things in proportion mine wages her are from $4 to $5 per day and bord
themselves if you war here we cold do well by bording men for some payes $14 per weak when the raw
matearel dont cost over $6 i bord myself for about $6 per weak & live prety well to.
i want you to make up youer mind whether you will come to this contarey or not if Moses & eye comes
after you & let me no soon so that i can bild a house to move into most likely we shall come next spring &
john with us to fetch you all on to this contarey to never return to liv in the cold grane is fit to cut in this
now tell Ezra to be strong & to tend to the biznes he was hired to do for i pade him all that he asked and not
run about so much that it may be well with him when i return i want you to kep acount of all the time he
looses and what he uses the mor on his own bizncs for i pade him enough to kep to work on the farm and not
run at every breze and do the tings rite is all i ask & that i must hav for it is rite an will hav if i live
i was very sory to here that synthia is so sick for i sat by sinthia give my love to all enquiren folks tell
mother to be of good chere she will see us again if god will grant it to be so rite of en tell the rest to rite
tell Ezra to rite how much money he has take & how much he has put out for i shod lik to no how he is giting
along
your friend
Jonathan Bassett

This manuscript postmarked lettersheet left
Yreka on or after December 23 on the
northbound horseback mail carried once
every two weeks by mail contractor Richard
Forrest over Siskiyou Summit into Oregon
Territory. When Forrest arrived at Oakland
O.T. to rendezvous with other postal riders,
he would have passed it to the rider who
carried the mail north for delivery in
Corvallis O.T. The letter was sent collect at
the 5 cent rate for less than 3,000 miles.

December the 17: 1854
State of California, Yreka
Dear Brother,

I take this present opportunity to inform you that I am well at present and hoping that these
few line may find you enjoying the helth.
I have nothing to wright to you particlar, only that I have got to work in the Yreka flats and
Green Linville is at work with me. We are doing very well at this time. We have surpheis diggins on the flats
which we will work this winter I have nothing more to write to you but I would to have you write me and let
me know how you are all doing.
James B. Bowers
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Company, to run until June 30, 1858. In very wet
weather when the roads were impassable, the stages
met the river steamers at various locations and
transferred mail to the steamer until through service by stage could be re-established. After July
1, 1854, mail destined for points north of Tehama
was transferred to the other up-valley line, which
crossed the Sacramento River at Tehama. Downvalley mail destined for west-side post offices from
points to the north or south was transferred to the
west side carrier through the Tehama post office.
In the surges of Spring and Autumn traffic by miners and others to and from points further north,
there were often more than one stage on the line
each day.
When the mail contracts came up for bid again
in 1858, G.H. Harvey was awarded the contract
for service three times a week. However, the issue of the Red Bluff Beacon of August 6, 1858
contained the following report: "D. Fowler & Co.
have put on a stage line from this place to Sacramento, making Tehama, Colusa, Knight's Landing and Fremont, points on this route. This company have the contract for carrying the mail, and
are now making successful tri-weekly trips between the two points. The want of such facilities
and accommodation for traveling has long been
felt by the people living along this line, and it is
the most direct route to Sacramento, and less dusty
at this year than the other travelled." The postal
contract which became effective on July 1, 1858
was made on an annual basis, but so far no contract record has been found for the 1859-1860 fiscal year.
A few newer west side post offices seem to be
related to river shipping points, and their connections to the main nonh-south stage line route need
further study.

Mail up the East Side of the Valley
Above Marysville
Mail route extension north of Marysville began on May 10, 1851 with weekly service by stage
to Hamilton City, a distance of 42 miles. The contract was held by J.S. and E.G. Perkins. This stage
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went on to Bidwell's Bar. On the same day, Woodward and Chorpenning took the contract to supply
weekly stages from Hamilton City to Tehama and
return, passing through Neil's and Lassen's, a distance of 62 miles. On May 15, 1852 their route
was extended 22 miles south to Marysville, and
60 miles north· to Shasta, using a specified fourhorse coach. Evidently the Perkins firm bowed
out.
On June 1, 1852, Hall & Crandall took over
the line. They made three trips a week for eight
months of the year, and two trips per week during
the remaining four months, using four-horse
coaches between Marysville and Shasta. Their
contract ran until June 30, 1854.
On July 1, 1854, the Post Office Department
made a contract with James Nooney to carry the
mail daily from Marysville to Shasta from May 1Sl
to January 1st, and three times a week for the "residue" of the year, beggining on July 1. This contract was taken over by the California Stage Company and accepted on October 20, 1854. They were
to have four-horse coaches to run daily from May
1 until December 1, and three coaches per week to
run during the remaining four months. The contract was to run till June 30, 1858.
The California Stage Company were the successful bidders for the contract beginning July 1,
1858, to run until June 30, 1862, to carry the mail
daily throughout the year.. However, the service
was cut back to three times a week on August 1,
1859 as part of a nation-wide economy move; but
it was reinstated as a daily service on September
15, 1860 with initiation of a daily Sacramento-toPortland service. The ferry crossing over the Sacramento River at Tehama remained the same during this period, with the coaches running north from
Tehama up the west side the the Valley, in many
cases close to the route of today's Interstate 5.
The Sacramento Union of April17, 1860 carried the announcement that the California Stage
Company would be running through stages from
Marysville to Shasta in ONE DAY, on and after
the 15th of April.

Western Express

Shasta to Yreka
Above Shasta City, the mail contracts and routing get interesting. Mail was delivered and received between Shasta City and Yreka by three,
and possibly four different routes over the mail
contract period between January 1, 1854 and September 15, 1860, when the California Stage Co.
began to run daily 'Sacramento-to-Portland mail
and passenger stages, according to Postal Contract
records.
All through 1852 there was no Federal mail
route between Oregon and Yreka, nor between
Yreka and Shasta. The Shasta to Yreka distance
was later determined to be 127 miles by the thentravelled route up the Trinity River canyon and over
Scott Mountain. For the entire year 1852, mail
leaving or coming to Yreka was carried by expressmen, even though there·were a reported 300 houses
in Shasta Butte City in late 1851, and growth continued through 1852. Shasta Butte City became
Wyreka to prevent confusion with Shasta City.
When the State Legislature created the new county
of Siskiyou on March 22, 1852 the county seat was
designated as the shortened Yreka, which it has
been ever since.
It is remarkable to think of a county seat without mail service betweeri it and the state capital,
but for 21 months prior to January 1, 1854, there
was no Federal mail route or service between
Shasta and Yreka. All official correspondence had
to be carried by private persons or by Express carriers.
The lack of a Federal mail to Yreka from the
south fostered a growing volume of grousing by
people in both Yreka and Shasta and the other
camps that would benefit from such a service.
During the period without a mail contract the growing community of Yreka depended on two express
companies; Cram & Rogers and Rhodes & Lusk.
The Courier of December 10, 1853 reports, "A
subscription is being raised in Yreka by Postmas-
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Cram, Rogers & Co. will do this as they have in
the past." It is probable that newspapers and heavy
matter were transported to Yreka during this period by pack mules, but the arrangement is not
known to the author.
·
Finally a mail route was established between
Shasta City and Yreka on January 1, 1854. It was
a Special Contract issued to successful bidder
Theodore Dickenson, who was paid $500 to make
12 round trips between January 1 and June 30, or
once every two weeks. Covers that passed over
the route during this periOd went by the Trinity
Route, and most likely by mu1e over the·entire distance.
Robert D. Livingston's article on tl;le early expresses of Siskiyou County (Western Express, Dec.
1997) is very informative on the part the expresses
played during this time, including the role of
Greathouse & Bros. and Greathouse & Slicer in
the development of the mail and passenger service
on the Oregon to California Trail. Robert J.
Chandler's article on the Greathouse Brothers &
Slicer's Express in the March 1996 issue of Western Express gives us a valuable in-depth look at
the history of the firm and what happened to them
after their packing days on the route were over.

The Shasta toY reka Route
by Way of Weaverville
When the new four year contracts for the mails
were announced to take effect on July 1, 1854, the
contract for direct mail between Shasta and Yreka
was not renewed. Instead there were two contracts:
one between Shasta and Big Bar, west on the Trinity River beyond Weaverville, and another between
Weaverville and Yreka. Both contracts were to
run from July 1, 1854 to June 30, 1858 with oncea-week service.
John Ferguson was the successful bidder of
record, but the July 1 issue of the Shasta Courier
carries the information that "Mr. McTurk of the
ter Mr. John Lintell to raise funds to have semi California Stage Company would carry the mails
monthly mail carried through from Shasta City. forward on Monday morning next," on both routes
during the Winter months. The Editors expect that beginning that day. These were dangerous trails
the two Express Companies, Rhodes and Lusk and at times, especially in the wet and wintery months,
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and it is believed that the postal riders used mules
instead of horses. The "Official Map of Siskiyou
County" of 1862 does not even show a trail between Weaverville and the Trinity River Canyon,
so it must have been pretty skimpy.
Postal records indicate that a route was re-established between Shasta and Yreka-- a relocation of former route no. 12535 --on January 19,
1855, but the starting date of service was left significantly and uniquely blank in the record. The
former route between Weaverville and Yreka was
eliminated from the records. The California Stage
Company continued as the contract holder for once- ·
a-week service. Contract 12534 between Shasta
and Big Bar was evidently continued, as a newspaper article in the Shasta Courier reported the mail
carrier, Mr. Thomas Kessler, was drowned in the
Trinity River after he and his mule fell into a deep
hole in the river from the narrow streamside trail
in early September, 1855. The Mail was lost.
Roadwork continued slowly out from Shasta
and in the Weaverville area until finally the communities of Shasta and Weaverville were joined
by a stage and wagon road sometime in the Spring
of 1858. The Sacramento Union of May 11, 1859
reported that stages had commenced running every day between Shasta and Weaverville, but the
mail service of three times a week was reduced to
twice a week in August.
The real question is --- Was the mail ever carried over the horse trail between Weaverville and
the Trinity River Canyon? The trail route was up
and over Brown Mountain, and down to the major
trail along the Trinity River. Or was the mail carried from July 1, 1854 through the entire contract
period by way of the horseback trail from Shasta
through French Gulch and over Trinity Mountain?
From where the trails joined the route went over
Scott Mountain and north to Yreka. The only
people who would complain about the practical
adaptation of using the main trail would be any
Way Mail customers between Weaverville and the
main trail in the Trinity River Canyon, who would
lose service; but their numbers would seem small
as compared to the potential Way Mail customers
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at French Gulch and vicinity, who were without
service by the contract route. It would seem most
likely that the trail through French Gulch was used
from the outset of the contract.

The Lockhart Wagon Road Route
Mail was carried between Cottonwood and
Yreka over the Lockhart Wagon Road, as previously discussed, between July 2, 1856 and very
late August of that year. The date is estimated as
August 30, 1856, when the California Stage Company abandoned the route due to Indian depredations. The advertised routing from the south does
not include Shasta City, so presumably there were
separate stages leaving Red Bluff and dividing their
routes at Cottonwood, one for the Lockhart route
and the other continuing on to Shasta. The Noble's
Trail was open to wagon use between Shasta and
the point to ·the east where the Lockhart Road intersected, but as can be seen from the California
Stage Company advertisement, the Lockhart Route
from Marysville through Red Bluff did not include
the western detour to Shasta.
Mail over the Shasta-Trinity MountainScott Mountain Route
It seems safe to make the assumption that the
use of the main trail began at the outset of the contract, with both mail and passengers transferred
from the California Stage at Shasta to the Geo. L.
Greathouse and Bros. saddle train, which would
carry them over Scott Mountain to Callahan's.
There they would transfer to the McComb & Co.
California and Oregon Stage line, which would
·c arry them through Scott Valley and on to Yreka,
as advertised in the Shasta Courier of August 26,
1854.
By April 28, 1855 Greathouse & Bros. were
running stages over the road toward Weaverville
to the Tower House, and turning to reach French
Gulch, where the transfer to pack train and saddle
animals was made. The road wasn't very good, as

protracted wet weather closed it. In fact, several
times the "freshly opened stage roads" on this
mountainous route had to be re-opened after a
rough winter or prolonged rains. Spring rains and
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winter snow melt caused Greathouse & Bros. to
take their stage off the route between Shasta and
French Gulch for a few weeks and connect their
passenger and mail train of mules with the California Stage Line again at Shasta. Such was noted
in the Shasta Courier of May 12, 1855.
The California Stage Company stages were
travelling from Shasta to the foot of Trinity Mountain by September 22, 1856. There, at the Mountain House, they connected with the Greathouse &
Bros. mule train, which carried them to Callahan's,
and thence on to Yreka by California Stage Company stages.
By May 25, 1857 a good wagon road was reported to the foot of Trinity Mountain and the
Mountain House, and work was underway to construct the road from there to the top of Trinity
Mountain. The partnership between Greathouse
and Bros. and the California Stage Co. was over
by January 1858, but the pack train kept running,

.

presumably under the ownership of the California
Stage Company, who may have hired out the management to a subcontractor. The mail contract
called for once a week service until June 30, 1858.
On June 26, 1858, the stages of the California
Stage Company began running over Trinity Mountain and through the Trinity River canyon to the
south foot of Scott Mountain, leaving a relatively
short distance over Scott Mountain for mule travel.
This last gap was removed on September 5, 1859.
Covers that passed over the Yreka-Shasta route
prior to that date travelled part of their journey by
mule train, and covers travelling the route after that
date travelled the entire distance by stage. Service
was twice a week after July 1, 1858.
In 1854 and possibly in 1855 and 1856,
McComb & Co. stages with four-horse teams carried passengers and mail on to Yreka, connecting
with the Greathouse Bros. mule team at Callahan's.
Since the California Stage Co. held the mail con-

'

Ii .

II
f

This cover, cancelled at Yreka on April 12, 1858, would have been transported by California Stage Co. stage
from Yreka to Callahan's Ranch at the south end of Scott Valley. From there it was placed on a mule for the 14mile trail over Scott Mountain, where it was again placed on a California Stage Co. stage and carried down the
Trinity River, over Trinity Mountain, and through French Gulch to Shasta. Service to Shasta was once a week;
from Shasta to Marysville the stage company contracted for service three times a week, and between Marysville
and Sacramento service was daily by steamboat. To get to Ohio, the letter would have gone by steamer to
Panama, across the Isthmus by rail, and probably by steamship to New Orleans and up the Mississippi River.
The postmark is Williams SIS4100 on stamped envelope UJ6, issued 1853-55.
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pany, says the Shasta Courier, expect to complete the entire work by August, when the
stages and loaded wagons will be enabled to
go clean through from this place to Yreka, and
thence to Oregon."
They contracted with James E. Carr to do the work.

tract, McComb & Co. must have been subcontracting, or were otherwise connected with the parent
company. The first notice of California Stage Co.
running stages between Callahan's and Yreka is in
September, 1856.
There was further action in Congress. Mr. Stout
of Oregon introduced a bill establishing a triweekly mail from Yreka, California, to Portland,
Oregon, reported in the San Francisco Bulletin of
March 8, 1860. The plan to increase this to a daily
overland mail quickly grew.
The Sacramento Union of May 21, 1860, under the heading "STAGE ROAD TO YREKA,"
reported as follows:
"The stockholders of the Shasta and Yreka
Turnpike Company have given their road to
the California Stage Company, upon the condition that the company at once proceed to finish it across Scott Mountain and widen the
present road over Trinity Mountain. The Comr. .

.

Mail Up the Sacramento River Canyon
Between Shasta and Yreka
From about January Pt, 1857 until mid-March
1857, heavy snow blocked the Trinity Route and
both passengers and mail shifted to McCloud's
pack trail up the Sacramento River Canyon utilizing Greathouse and Company's mule trains, until
the Trinity Route could be reopened (as described
on p.17 of the last issue of Western Express). It is
most likely that stages were used between present
Mount Shasta city andYreka, but the meeting place
of the mule train from the south and stages from
th ' .orth is not known to the author.
.
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This cover traveled from Yreka south to San Francisco in the last days of November 1858 for further routing to
Los Angeles to go over the Butterfield Overland Mail. The Butterfield "Oxbow Route" from Los Angeles to St.
Louis had been initiated on September 15, 1858. The first westbound mail on this route arrived in San Fran-

cisco on October 10, 1858. This cover would also have been carried by mule over Scott Mountain, then on to
Shasta by stage on twice a week service, but by this time service from Shasta to Sacramento was daily in a fourhorse coach. Considering the 24 day travel time typical on the Butterfield stages to St. Louis, the letter probably
arrived at its destination in the first days of 1859. The postmark is Williams S1S41 00 and the stamped envelope
U16, issued in 1855.
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Here is an example of a cover directed south from Yreka to Sacramento on the Oregon to California Trail for
further delivery south within the State. In November 1859 the cover would have been transported by the fourhorse coach of the California Stage Co., which traveled twice a week from Yreka to Shasta and three times a
week from Shasta to Marysville. On July 1, 1858 the California Stage Co. had taken over the daily delivery
schedule between Marysville and Sacramento from WT. Perry and B.R. Nickerson, going by steamers when
practical and and by four-horse coach at other times. The postmark is Williams SIS4JOO, Nov. 28, 1859, later
than listed. The stamped envelope is U10, issued in 1854.

Mail To and From the North
Between Yreka and Oregon
After February 1, 1853, Federal House Postal
Document records indicate that William H.
Chapman carried the mail once every two weeks
by horseback from North Canyonville, Oregon,
down to Yreka, and that he continued this service
through June 30, 1854. The post office at Yreka is
listed in official records as established on August
19, 1853, so it is interesting to speculate as to what
happened to the mail when William Chapman
brought it into town between February 1 and the
opening of the post office. Perhaps the post office
opened earlier than listed and was there to accept
the mail; or perhaps he made arrangements with a
local merchant until the office was opened.
Mr. John M. Forrest was the successful bidder
on the Oregon Route contract which began on July
1, 1854, continuing the two-week delivery schedule until May 21, 1855, when the Department
changed the delivery frequency to once-a-week,
by a Special Contract with Mr. Forrest. This was a

horseback mail, but often one or more pack animals were also needed to carry bulky mail. At that
time, Forrest employed a young man named John
Goodrich to ride the alternate weeks with the mail
coming from Oregon, and later another young man
named William Hickenbottom. This is known from
the account of William H. Byers, who went "on
the road" in 1856 to assist Mr. Forrest (see Western Express, March 1997). Byers stayed with Mr.
Forrest until his contract expired on June 30, 1858.
On July 1, 1858, Mr. M. Monohan was awarded
the mail contract, but it was soon taken over by
the California Stage Company. There may have
been a time when the mail was going through by
horseback with Mr. Monohan, while passengers
and freight were going through by wagons, and
finally stages of the California Stage Company.
Toll road records in the Jackson County Museum
(Oregon) indicate that the California Stage Company stages first started using the new Toll Road
over the Siskiyou Mountains on October 1, 1859.
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Postal records, which seem to lag actual occur- ·
rences, indicate Monohan transferred his mail contract to the California Stage Company on February 11, 1860.
Early in 1860, president Haworth of the California Stage Company offered to carry the mail
daily overland between Sacramento and Portland
at the same price that the Pacific Mail Steamship
Company was currently being paid, and stressed
the ability to distribute mail all along the route, for
faster and more dependable service. The extra service of "way travel" to the citizenry was also
stressed. A Congressional bill was passed to facilitate such service and signed by the President
by July 17m. In August the Attorney General directed the Postmaster General to comply with the
new law, and the stage company, busy stocking
the line, set the date to initiate service in mid-September.
The Sacramento Union on September 10, 1860
announced that eight coaches and 80 horses had
passed through Yreka en route for Oregon, to be

December 2002

used in the new overland service between Sacramento and Portland. The Journal says the population of Yreka is not quite 1,300, and the population of Siskiyou County does not reach 8,000.
And then came the Great Day, September 15,
1860, the day that daily overland mail linked Oregon and California through a chain of communities in the main north-south valleys of both states.
Stages started rolling toward each other from Portland and Sacramento at 6 A.M. on that day; in the
days that followed, a never-ending series of
coaches carried mail and passengers both north and
south. At any given time at least six or seven, and
sometimes as many as a dozen, coaches were on
the 710 mile "Big Road" in each direction for the
next ten years; after that there were decreasing
numbers as the distance between rail heads shortened the road. It would be 27 years before the last
of the long line of coaches made its final run over
Siskiyou Summit.
The October 8, 1860 issue of the Union indicated that 54 bags of mail had left the Sacramento

This cover, with its classic large TEHAMA postmark and the note "By Southern Overland Mail without fail," is
difficult to date. It was cancelled on January 1, 1859-60 or '61 ,for the Southern Overland mail ran from Sept.
15, 1858 to March 2, 1861 . For this entire time its routing from Tehama to San Francisco would have been by
California Stage Co. coaches, which provided daily service through Marysville until August 1859, then thrice a
week until daily Portland to Sacramento service was begun on September 15, 1860. The postmark is Williams
TEH1490, which was used over a longer period than the Southern Overland Mail ran.
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post office the previous day via the Overland route.
It may be that the California Stage Company did
not fully anticipate the volume of newspapers,
printed documents, catalogs and other bulky mail

it would be called upon to carry once the Pacific
Mail Steamship Co. no longer had responsibility
for the mail between Portland and San Francisco.
On occasion there would'be more than one stage.

Postscript
It is hoped that the above descriptions of the development and actual mechanics
of the mail routes described will be helpful in determining the life and times of
individual covers of this period in the various collections of Western Cover Society
members. In further articles to be written for this historical review we will finally
get to the time when post offices were established in the canyon of the Sacramento
River and in Shasta Valley.
The through mails between Oregon and California are themselves of great interest during the period following the introduction of service. The accompanying illustrated covers from this period are selected as examples of a variety of usage from
the author's collection.
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MAIL FROM HAWAII
by Randall E. Burt
Part 10: Hoopuloa _~ost Office

The Island of H aw aii

The Hawaiian Postmasters of Hoopuloa
The small Hawaiian fishing village ofHoopuloa is located on the South Kona coast,
just north of Milolii. Steamers from Honolulu often landed mail and supplies there
from the late 1800s. Several timely photographs of the old United States post office
appear in Cahill's booklet and "A Guide to Old Kona," both taken just minutes before
the lava from Mauna Loa covered the entire village, ending the 45 year history of the
Hoopuloa post office. A map in Figure 1 shows the approximate location of Hoopuloa
off the main road about one mile north of MiloIii.
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Figure 2. Stamp Account Journal for Hoopuloa Post Office, 1881-1886
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Figure 3. Hoopuloa
postmaster Joseph Holi
signed this January 8,
1899 note to Postmaster
General Oat explaining
the delivery of a "missing" postcard.

The Postmasters
"As Mr. Maele's health is poor, and as he does
Postmaster General Brickwood may have apnot understand English,he is unable to attend to
pointed D.S. Keliikulii in June 1881 to serve as
the duties of his office. There are many other
postmaster for Hoopuloa. Figure 2 is the General
troubles I found in his management of our local
Post Office stamp account for most of Keliikulii's
post office here.
"I am the Principal of the Milolii English
period of service.
Competition for the appointment as Hoopuloa
School, and can speak and write the Hawaiian
postmaster with its small annual compensation
language as well as the English. I have been
came to PMG Oat in 1894 and 1896 from the
here for a year, and will continue to remain here
Milolii English School principals. The first, dated
for a longer period."
May 14, 1894, came from Mr. Thomas L. Bartow.
Postmaster Maele's poor health forced his resHis note reads as follows:
ignation in August 1894. District Judge Wright
"I beg to submit herewith my application as
wrote PMG Oat on September 6, 1894 on Maele's
Postmaster for Hoopuloa.
poor health, stating that "the man is about leaving
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this world" with no hope of his recovery. He rec- A Missing Postcard
Postmaster Holi wrote PMG Oat on January 8,
ommended Joseph Holi.
PMG Oat appointed Joseph Holi as the next 1899 about a missing postcard he had received at
postmaster to serve Hoopuloa, thus preserving the Hoopuloa. His explanation to PMG Oat is as foloffice for a native Hawaiian community. Holi lows:
"As to the Postal Card thatA.J. Wilson claims
served his community to August 1900, when the
that he did not receive it. The true fact is that
island postal system was transferred to the United
whatever mail arrives at Hoopuloa Post Office
States Post Office Department.
is handed over to the owner of it, very likely. It
must have gone astray, as I am perfectly sure, if
More Competition
it
came, he must have received it." See Figure 3.
Mr. A.J. Wilson applied to PMG Oat for the
Hoopuloa postmastership on December 14, 1896. PMG Oat received the note from Holi on January
10, 1899. Holi resigned in 1900, probably when
His letter reads as follows:
the postal service was transferred to the United
"If you are contemplating any change in the
States.
post office at Hoopuloa, I would like to be conDavies L. Keliikulii was appointed by Presisidered as a candidate. There is but one white
in this region that has taken the oath to support
dent McKinley to serve as the first postmaster at
the Republic, and that is I. If loyalty goes for
Hoopuloa for the United States, Territory of Haanything, I am that. I can refer to
waii from August 1900. Research did not reveal
A.J. Atkinson; H. May & Co.
the name of the last postmaster to serve Hoopuloa
H.R. Hitchcock, Dep. Marshall
in April 1926, when an eruption of Mauna Loa
I am principal of the School at Milolii. I know
destroyed the village.
the P.O. salary is small, but it will add to what I
now get."
Town cancels
Annual compensation for Davies Keliikulii in 1901
Table 2 gives notes on the town cancels of
was only $55.52.
Hoopuloa. A cover illustrated in The Honolulu
Advertiser on November 9, 1952 is shown as Figure4.

Table 1. Postmaster Appointments for Hoopuloa
H 00 PULO A ("to lengthen") Small village on South Kona coast. Post office in Milolii, about one mile from
the steamer landing.

Appointee
D.S. Keliikulii
J.W. Maele
Joseph Holi *
Davies L. Keliikulii
D.K. Kaupiko
W.H.G. Amemann

_ __ _

?

Period of Service

June ?, - February_, 1888
February _ , 1888- August _ , 1894 Resigned
September 1, 1894 - August_, 1900 Resigned
August_, 1900- June 30, 1907
June 30, 1908? _ _ _ _ , 1909?
June 30, 1909?- June 30, 1914 +
_ ___ , - April 18, 1926 post office burned

* After taking an oath of allegiance to the new government of the Republic of Hawaii.
A volcanic eruption of the active crater Mauna Loa flowed down to the sea, covering all in its path, including the
village of Hoopuloa on Apri118, 1926.
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Figure 4. A cover bearing the
oval cds sent from the little
Hawaiian village of Hoopuloa
on April 12 was received in
Germany on May 23, 1894,
shown in The Honolulu
Adyertiser on November 9,
1852. It is only one of three
known types. A stampless
cover probably sent by the
postmaster to Honolulu, may
have contained a request for
stamps on February 21, 1899,
bears a Davey type 282.011
with an unreadable date and
an asterisk side ornament.
(wwwPostOfficeinParadise.com)

l

I.

This was the last time the U.S. Post Office of Hoopuloa (left) was seen, as on April18, 1926 the little Hawaiian village was covered by lava from Mauna Loa. Bishop Museum, photo by Tai Sing Loo.
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Table 2. Town Cancels of Hoopuloa, Hawaii
Davey No.

Period of Use

Notes
Early strikes to 1887 are circular; later strikes are oval.
No strikes are reported from 11/83 to 11/92, except on
Feb. 14, 1887. Double outer and single inner circles
frame a serifed town name "HOOPULA, I HAWAII."
with a three-line date in center, no side ornaments.
April 12, 1894 cover to Germany shown in The
Honolulu Advertiser, November 9, 1952 (Figure 4).

282.01

3/82-5/94

Date unreadable but the cover
also has a February 21, 1899
Honolulu backstamp

282.011

255.01

1/96- _}99

1/00- 6/00

Same as above with side ornaments.
Year dates illegible.

Double lined outer circle is 29mm. in diameter;
bold serifed letters in town name.

SOURCES
--------, A Guide to Old Kona, Kalakalu: Kona Historical Society, Hawaii, 1998
Cahill, Emmett. Illustrated History of Hawaiian Stamps, Orchid Isle Publishers, Volcano HI 96785, revised 1995.
Postmaster General Letter Books, Correspondence files and Stamp Account Journals, Archives of Hawaii, Honolulu.

Newspapers
The Friend. March 5, 1859 proftle map showing the early laval flow.
The Honolulu Advertiser, November 9, 1952, article by Dr. Raben C.H. Lee and Thurston Twigg-Smith, "Early Hawaii
Post Office Destroyed by Lava Flow."
The Pacific Commercial Advertiser, August 25, 1900. Lists Hoopuloa as one of the offices to be continued.
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On the following pages we complete the stamp accoount and town cancel sections for
HONOKAA, which were not included in the article published in the June 2002 issue.

Table4 . Honokaa
Stamp Account,
Apri/1881 to
October 1882.
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Table 5. Honokaa Stamp Account, October 1882 to December 1883
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Table 7. Honokaa Stamp Account, Apri/1885 to February 1886.
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Table 8, Town Cancels of Honokaa

Period of Use

Notes

1879-1883?

"Honokaa" ms. on 1875 issue; black ink on a
dark background makes the pen cancel blend
in and hard to read.

282.016

4183 to 6189
4194 to 7196

Outer double and single inner circles frame
large serifed block town name
"HONOKAA, HAWAII." around a threeline date JUL I 11 I 1884 on early registered
cover. Asterisk side ornaments; black ink
used in early period.

281.013

1187 to ?194

Outer double and single inner circles frame
tall serifed block town name "HONOKAA, 1
HAWAII." around large, thick three-line
date; solid star side ornaments.

Davey No.
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Period of Use

Davey No.

Double outer circles enclose bold thick
serifed letters of town name "HONOKAA, I
HAWAII." around three-line center date.
Most strikes have a four concentric ring
duplex killer. Outer circle worn on later
strikes. Cancels from web site
www.PostOfficein Paraclise.com used with
permission.

···--l

September24, f896
253.02

Notes

9196 to 12199

October 11, 1897

253.01

11/96 to 2/00

Double line outer cicles on strikes to 10197.

. '. i
~--·-· ;.;..:...;.~..... --}

255.01

258.01

11/97 to 6100

2198 to 6100

Usually with duplex killer 131. Strikes with
no killer are poorly inked.

Single outer circle has shorter serifed letters
has shorter serifed letters in town name
"HONOKAA, I HAWAII:" with three-line
center date, i.e. SEP I 14 I 1898.
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WESTERN COVER SOCIETY E-MAIL DIRECTORY
This is the current list of e-mail addresses of Western Cover Society members. It's a bit shorter ~~ the last one
published, as some of those previously published seem to no longer be valid and were remov~ from the lisung. If you_ are
on e-mail and wish to make your address known to other members of the Western Cover Soctety, please send an e-mail to
your editor at patera@teleporLcom, including your collecting interests. Ne~ addresses, or c~anges to yoW: current a~dres~.
will be reported on the same page as the Secretary's report. A complete lisung, howeve~, ~til ~ot be publish~ a~am until
the issue for December 2003. Three-letter county abbreviations are taken from John Wtlhams book for Cahfom1a.
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